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ABSTRACT
Tissues in our body rely on continuous supply of blood to receive O2, nutrients and
remove waste products. When blood flow is arrested it causes ischemia and homeostatic
imbalance that jeopardizes tissue function and leads to tissue death if prolonged. Reperfusion,
the restoration of blood flow, is required to resuscitate the ischemic tissue, however, it ignites a
cascade of deleterious events that augment the initial ischemic insult exacerbating tissue
dysfunction and/or death. Peripheral tissues, such as motor nerve fibers and skeletal muscle
fibers (myofibers), are vulnerable to IR injury as a corollary of tourniquet application, a
commonly used approach to prevent hemorrhage and provide bloodless field in trauma and
surgical situations. A consequence of IR injury to motor nerve fiber and myofibers is reduced
neuromuscular function, which compromises voluntary movement and reduces quality of life.
Despite the prevalence of tourniquet use, there are currently no efficacious interventions that
attenuate IR injury.
A vast body of interdisciplinary studies has revealed that mitochondria play a causal role
in initiation and progression of IR pathology. The studies presented herein investigate the
contribution that mitochondrial perturbations have on motor nerve fibers and myofibers in the
context of tourniquet-induced IR injury to the hindlimb. We found that IR causes reduction in
neuromuscular function, myofiber denervation, as well as mitochondrial oxidative stress. These
studies uncovered that directly targeting mitochondria and enhancing covalent linkage of nitric
oxide to protein thiols (protein S-nitrosation) in mitochondria as well as endurance exercise
training preserved neuromuscular function following IR injury by two distinct mechanisms.
These findings unveil practical and effective interventions that attenuate IR injury, which will
likely improve outcome of tourniquet use.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1.1. Ischemia-reperfusion injury
Ischemia-reperfusion (IR) injury, caused by temporary interruption of blood flow, is a
significant factor in the pathology of a number of disorders and chronic diseases. In particular,
peripheral tissues, such as motor nerve fibers and myofibers, are vulnerable to IR injury induced
by abdominal aortic aneurism (1,2), vascular narrowing due to peripheral arterial disease (PAD)
(3,4) or tourniquet application (5,6). The overall consequence of IR injury is tissue damage
supplemented with loss of tissue function and/or vitality, ultimately jeopardizing neuromuscular
function. For example, tourniquets are commonly used to prevent hemorrhage as a first response
to traumatic injury or provide a bloodless operating field and preclude exsanguination during
certain types of surgeries. Despite the utility, tourniquet use carries an inherent risk of IR injury,
which is particularly damaging to motor nerves and myofibers principally due to their high
energetic demands (7,8). Indeed, 26% of patients recovering from total knee arthroplasty, in
which a tourniquet was used, report to experience complications, including profound limb
swelling, nerve injury and muscle weakness (9,10). Severe IR injury may also require
amputation. As recently as 2008, it was reported that among ~140 million patients with PAD
who suffer an acute ischemic event ~10-30% required amputation within 30 days after the bout
of IR injury (11). Thus, limb IR injury poses a significant clinical problem. Despite the
prevalence of IR injury, there is no reliable invention (12–15).
The basis of IR induced tissue injury is insufficient energy supply due to O2 starvation
during ischemia. As a consequence, metabolic intermediates accumulate, intracellular ion levels
become imbalanced and, if not remedied, eventually results in cell death (16,17). Reperfusion,
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while required to resuscitate tissue, ignites pathogenic processes primed during ischemia,
effectively compounding the original insult. Decades of reductionist science have uncovered that
IR injury involves a complex, interconnected cascade of events activated by mitochondrial
energetic dysfunction in the aftermath of metabolic stress (16–21).

1.1.1. Mitochondrial respiration
Maintenance of energy homeostasis to support basal and active functions of motor nerve
fibers and myofibers relies on a sufficient supply of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the majority
of which is produced in an O2-dependent manner by mitochondrial respiration (22).
Mitochondrial respiration is an energy-conversion process that couples successive reductionoxidation reactions within the electron transport system (ETS) with ATP synthesis (23) (Figure
1). This coupling is termed oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS). The ETS consists of four
multimeric protein complexes imbedded in the inner mitochondrial membrane that transfer
electrons from reducing equivalents to O2 to form H2O (24). Electrons enter the ETS by one of
two routes: oxidation of NADH by NADH-dehydrogenase (complex I) (25) or oxidation of
succinate by succinate dehydrogenase (complex II) (26). The electrons are used by complexes I
and II to reduce the lipid soluble ubiquinol to ubiquinone with two electrons (26). Ubiquinone is
oxidized by cytochrome bc1 oxidase (complex III), and the electrons are channeled to
cytochrome c reductase (complex IV) via cytochrome c (27). Finally, two electrons reduce
molecular oxygen (O2) and form two molecules of water. Energy obtained through the transfer of
electrons down the ETC is used at complexes I, III, and IV to pump protons (H+) from the matrix
to the inter membrane space to generate an electrochemical gradient. This electrochemical
gradient is largely responsible for mitochondrial membrane potential (ΔψM) (28) and drives the
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synthesis of ATP by ATP synthase (complex V) (29). Consistent with this theory, early studies
using O2 electrodes revealed that in coupled mitochondria the amount of ATP produced is
proportional to O2 consumed (30).
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Figure 1: Simplified cartoon of mitochondrial OXPHOS. Electrons from NADH and
succinate are transferred to complexes I and II of the ETS, respectively. These two electrons then
reduce ubiquinol (Q) to ubiquinone (QH2), which is then oxidized by complex III. The electrons
are channeled from complex III by cytochrome c (Cytc) to IV where they reduce molecular O2 to
H2O. Complexes I, III, and IV use free energy from electron transport to pump H+ from the
matrix to the intermembrane space, which generates an electrochemical gradient across the inner
membrane that drives the production of ATP.
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1.1.2. Mitochondrial and cellular events during ischemia
Disruption of the transport of electrons through the ETS due to lack of O2 supply, such as
during an ischemic event, halts OXPHOS. Reduction in OXPHOS compromises cellular ATP
production/availability and results in accumulation of NADH and succinate as electron carriers
in the ETS become maximally reduced (20). Mitochondria isolated from canine myofibers after 5
hours of tourniquet-induced ischemia display a 77.4% reduction in respiration, and an 80%
reduction in cellular ATP availability (31,32). Furthermore, in an effort to maintain
mitochondrial membrane potential ATP synthase reverses, hydrolyzing ATP to pump H+ into the
intermembrane space (33) (Figure 2). The consequence of OXPHOS inactivation and ATP
consumption by ATP synthase is a rapid decline in cellular ATP, which sends the cells into a
state of energetic stress and precipitates subsequent pathological events (34). If not remedied,
ATP will be depleted beyond a ‘critical value’ leading to cell death (35,36). Evidence of motor
nerve fiber and myofiber damage appears after 1 hour of ischemia and gradually worsens until
the damage becomes irreversible after 6 hours (13,37,38). Thus, clinical guidelines recommend
limiting duration of ischemia to the greatest degree possible (37–39).
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Figure 2: ETS during ischemia. In the absence of oxygen, electron transport through
ETS is halted.

Once electron carriers within the ETS become fully reduced, NADH and

succinate accumulate in the matrix. In an effort to preserve mitochondrial membrane potential
ATP is hydrolyzed by ATP synthase, and the energy obtained is used to pump protons into the
intermembrane space.
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Compared to other tissues, such as myocardium in the heart and neuronal network in the
brain, motor nerve fibers and skeletal myofibers can tolerate longer durations of ischemia in part
due to compensatory activation of anaerobic metabolism (13,16,17,40). Indeed, during ischemia
motor nerve fibers have increased sensitivity to glucose (41,42), and myofibers upregulate
glycolytic pathways and enhance glycogen breakdown to supply glucose for substrate-level
phosphorylation (32,43). Additionally, energy consuming processes in motor nerve fibers and
myofibers, including synaptic vesicle release and contraction, are inactivated, respectfully (44–
46). During ischemia, compound muscle action potential, the most sensitive index of motor
nerve fiber function, is absent (7,45,46). Importantly, alteration in nerve action potential
conduction is due to ATP depletion during ischemia rather than denervation of NMJ (44,47).
Similarly, force generation is completely absent in ischemic tibialis anterior muscles of rats when
muscles were stimulated directly (48). Despite upregulation of glycolysis and inactivation of
energy consuming processes, substrates for glycolysis are eventually exhausted, and ATP levels
drop to critical levels (32,49). In the absence OXPHOS, metabolic intermediates accumulate
(50,51), and ATPase-dependent processes, including ion transport mechanisms, become
dysfunctional, causing intracellular ion imbalance (16,17,52)
In addition to inability to fully support motor nerve fiber function and cellular processes
in myofiber, reliance on glycolytic pathways causes intracellular acidification and subsequent
perversion in ion homeostasis (53). The last step of glycolysis is conversion of
phosphoenolpyruvate to pyruvate with the release of 2 ATP per molecule of glucose consumed
(54). During ischemia, pyruvate is oxidized by lactate dehydrogenase to replenish the coenzyme
NAD+ required for continuance of glycolysis (55,56). As a consequence, lactic acid accumulates
within the cell , lowering the pH, which in turn inhibits glycolysis (43,53,55,57). To combat
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intracellular acidification, plasma membrane Na+/H+ exchangers are activated while Na+/K+
(52,58) and Ca2+ ATPases are inhibited by the low ATP availability, causing an increase in
intracellular Na+ (59). In an attempt to attenuate intracellular Na+ overload, Na+/ Ca2+ antiporters
on the plasma and inner mitochondrial membranes are reversed, wherein Na+ is extruded and
Ca2+ accumulates (32,60). In combination with antiporter reversal, Ca2+ ATPases on the
endoplasmic and sarcoplasmic reticulum of motor nerve fibers and myofibers, respectively, are
deactivated while Ca2+ release continues, ultimately resulting in intracellular Ca2+ overload
(17,60,61). Excessive Ca2+ activates degenerative enzymes including proteases (62,63) and
phospholipases (1,64,65), which degrade cellular components and contribute to irreversible
damage. Furthermore, during ischemia, the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP), a
non-selective pore in the inner membrane permissive to any solute <1.5kDa, forms but remains
closed due to the low pH (66,67) (Figure 3). These deleterious alterations during ischemia will
lead to cell death if not remedied.
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Figure 3:

Major cellular abnormalities during ischemia.

inactivates OXPHOS leading to decrease in ATP content.

Loss of O2 during ischemia
Blue “X” denotes processes

inactivated due to oxygen starvation, red “X” denote processes inactivated due to reduction of
ATP. Intracellular acidification and inactivation of ATPases, which culminates in dysregulation
of intracellular ion homeostasis. Accumulation of intracellular Ca2+ leads to Ca2+ overload in the
cytosol and mitochondria, activating proteases, which damage cytoskeletal and plasma
membrane components. Mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) forms during
ischemia, but remains closed due to the low intracellular pH.
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1.1.3.

Mitochondrial and cellular events during reperfusion
Reperfusion is required to resuscitate ischemic tissue; however, it ignites pathogenic

processes primed during ischemia and effectively compounds the original insult. Mitochondrial
dysfunction underlies the initiation and progression of IR pathology. In particular,
mitochondrial-derived reactive oxygen species (mtROS) and opening of mPTP compromise
OXPHOS, trigger apoptotic and necrotic pathways and activate inflammatory cascades
(19,20,68). Excessive ROS production in combination with insufficient ATP availability further
perturbs ATP-dependent and independent ion exchangers, prolonging Ca2+ overload in the
cytosol and mitochondria (69–71).

Sustained elevation of Ca2+ activates proteases and

phospholipases, leading to membrane degradation, decreasing cell function and increasing the
probability of cell death (19,35,72–82) (Figure 4).
The first damaging event of reperfusion is a burst of ROS production from mitochondria.
Accumulation of electron donors, as well as progressive impairment of mitochondrial function
during ischemia determines mitochondrial ROS (mtROS) production upon reperfusion
(16,17,20,83,84).

The burst of ROS overwhelms endogenous antioxidant defense systems

(72,73) and directly causes oxidative damage to mitochondria, leading to more ROS generation
as well as disruption of ATP production

(83,85–87) (Figure 5). In conjunction with

dysregulation of mitochondrial Ca2+ homeostasis, the burst in ROS can also cause opening of
mPTP, leading to apoptotic and necrotic cell death. Moreover, mtROS-mediated mitochondrial
damage causes the release of damage-associated molecular pattern molecules, such as
mitochondrial DNA, instigating an inflammatory response, which contributes to IR injury and
can continue for days after injury (88,89). The end result of excessive mtROS production in
motor nerve fibers and myofibers is often structural alterations and reduced function, which may
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manifest as muscle weakness and atrophy and/or paralysis (47,90,91). Reducing mtROS,
preventing macromolecule oxidation, and/or rapidly detoxifying ROS represents attractive
therapeutic strategies to attenuate IR injury (92–97).
Manipulation of antioxidant defenses has helped to uncover the involvement of mtROS in
IR pathology. Mice lacking superoxide dismutase-1, an enzyme that catalyzes the dismutation of
superoxide to hydrogen peroxide, are more susceptible to tourniquet-induced IR oxidative stress
and experience rapid degeneration of neuromuscular junctions (NMJ), the chemical synapse
form bed between motor nerve fibers and myofibers (44).

Conversely, treatment with

antioxidant molecules prior to IR can attenuate cell degeneration and dysfunction (79,98–100).
Zhou et al., found that administration of the antioxidant osthole following spinal cord ischemia
reduced mtROS, increased ATP generation and improved motor nerve fiber function (101).
Similarly, using a model of tourniquet-induced IR injury, Tran et al., demonstrated that myofiber
death could be attenuated with the superoxide dismutase mimetic Tempol or antioxidant
molecule coenzyme Q (19,75). Antioxidants treatment is most effective when administered prior
to injury, which may not be clinically feasible because IR is not always anticipated.
Although there are at least ten distinct sites in the mitochondrial matrix that can generate
ROS (102–104), complexes I and III of the ETS are considered to be the main sources of mtROS
during IR injury (20). Chouchani et al., have demonstrated that accumulation of succinate during
ischemia drives reverse electron transport from complex II to complex I where electrons react
with O2 to form ROS in the matrix (50). Preventing reverse electron transport by covalently
linking a nitric oxide moiety to a protein thiol, a process termed S-nitrosylation, of complex I
significantly reduced mtROS production, mitochondrial dysfunction and cell death in the
myocardium (50). Electrons delivered by ubiquinone can leak from complex III into the matrix
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or intermembrane space and form mtROS (105,106). ROS production at Complex III is a
consequence of functional alterations in the ubiquinone oxidation site caused by ischemic
damage and can only be mitigated if the site is protected or if electron flow upstream of complex
III is reduced (105).
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Figure 4: Major cellular abnormalities during reperfusion. Upon reintroduction of
oxygen, ETS is reactivated; however, this leads to a burst of ROS production. Reperfusion
restores pH leading to disinhibiting and opening of mPTP, which in turns causes loss of
mitochondrial membrane potential and ATP production as well as release of pro-apoptotic
factors. Ion imbalance develops as ATP levels are insufficient to support ATP-dependent ion
pumps on the plasma membrane and endoplasmic reticulum. Red “X” denotes processes
inactivated due to reduction of ATP. Together, these perturbations lead to cell damage and
death.
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Figure 5: ETS during reperfusion. Upon reperfusion, electrons from NADH and succinate
enter Complexes I and II, respectively. Since electron binding sites of complexes III and IV are
fully occupied electrons from complex II are transferred to complex I wherein the react with
molecular oxygen to form superoxide. The burst of superoxide during reperfusion overwhelms
the endogenous antioxidant systems, and members of the ETS are oxidized, causing them to
dysfunction and superoxide continue to be generated by complexes I and III.
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In addition to excessive ROS generation and impaired ETS activity, opening of mPTP at
the onset of reperfusion occurs in response to mtROS accumulation (67,107), increase in pH as
lactic acid is cleared from the tissue (67), and Ca2+ overload (67,107). mPTP opening collapses
the mitochondrial membrane potential and allows solutes to enter the mitochondria, resulting in
mitochondrial swelling, rupture and release pro-apoptotic factors (19,108,109,109). Apoptosis
can be activated by release of cytochrome c and apoptosis inducing factor from the mitochondria
into the cytosol (110). Mitochondria collected from myofibers treated with N-methyl-4isoleucine-cyclosporine, an mPTP inhibitor, prior to reperfusion displayed improved viability
and decreased edema (81). Thus, prevention of mPTP may be a therapeutic target for prevention
of IR injury.
In summary, reperfusion is required for motor nerve fiber and myofiber survival,
however, it activates a number of deleterious events that cause cell dysfunction and may result in
cell death. Mitochondrial dysfunction plays a fundamental role in initiating IR injury by
generating superoxide and activating apoptotic pathways. Despite efforts dedicated to designing
therapeutics to specifically target the mitochondria, there is currently no effective treatment
available. Additionally, as IR events are often not anticipated, it is critical to develop
interventions that can be administered at the time of injury. It is therefore imperative for
researchers and clinicians to gain a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms that cause
IR injury, particularly mitochondrial impairments, in order to overcome therapeutic barriers.
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1.2. Neuromuscular junction
Fundamental life tasks, including breathing and locomotion, require coordination
between the nervous and skeletal muscle systems. The functional site of neuromuscular
communication is neuromuscular junction (NMJ), a specialized chemical synapse formed
between the axon terminal of an α-motor nerve fiber and skeletal muscle fiber (myofiber). NMJ
are the location and means, by which motor nerve action potentials are transduced into myofiber
for inducing muscle contractions. Mature NMJ persevere throughout life in a state of dynamic
equilibrium, responsive to physical activity, damage and disease. Defects in NMJ maintenance as
a function of pre- or post-synaptic alterations will result in debilitating neuromuscular disorders
(111,112).
Research stemming from the discovery of chemical synapses to the characterization of
NMJ has been ongoing for nearly a century. In the early 1900s, Professor John Newport Langley
discovered that myofibers possessed ‘substances’ that receive and transmit stimuli when
combined with nicotine, and these processes were blocked by the poisonous drug curare (113).
His findings offered the first suggestion that myofibers have synaptic contacts and specialized
receptors, which were later identified as acetylcholine receptors (114). A few years later, Sir
Henry Dale and colleagues discovered that acetylcholine displayed chemical transmitter
properties between nerve and muscle, overturning the accepted dogma that synaptic transmission
occurred only by direct electrical propagation (115). In 1936, Dale and Professor Otto Loewi
were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for their discoveries in chemical
neurotransmission. Dale’s work was later complemented by studies conducted by Professor
Bernard Katz and colleagues who revealed that acetylcholine is released from a motor nerve
fiber by vesicular exocytosis as multi-molecular quanta that cause a brief depolarizing
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transmembrane current on a myofiber (116–119). A contemporary of Professor Bernard Katz, Sir
John Eccles and his team elucidated the spinal circuit of feedback inhibition, the mechanism
preventing two antagonizing muscle groups from contracting at the same time (120,121).
Furthermore, Eccles’s group made the pivotal discovery that synapses are plastic, altered by use
and disuse as a function of environmental, behavioral and neural changes (122). These seminal
studies provided the basis of understanding of neurochemical transmission, which has
underscored the importance of NMJ for neuromuscular function.
Neuromuscular biologists have since made tremendous strides dissecting the steps and
molecular modulators involved in NMJ development during embryogenesis (123–127), as well
as identifying pre- and post synaptic perturbations that effect neuromuscular function in a
number congenital diseases and disorders (128–130) . Despite these appreciable advances, there
remains a paucity of information regarding the mechanisms that mediate maintenance or
degradation of mature NMJ under physiological and pathological conditions. Recently,
maintenance of mitochondrial function in neuromuscular stability has come to forefront due to
several points of evidence showing that patients with neuromuscular disorders also have
mitochondrial abnormalities (e.g. amylotrophic lateral sclerosis, aging and traumatic spinal cord
injury) (85,131–133). Deterioration in mitochondrial function has been suggested to be causal to
the development of neuromuscular disorders (134–136). However, much is left to be uncovered
concerning mitochondrial-mediated neuromuscular pathology.

1.2.1. Neuromuscular Transmission
Transduction of an action potential from a α-motor nerve fiber terminal to a myofiber in
order to produce a contraction is a multi-step process. When an action potential reaches the
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motor nerve fiber terminus, P/Q-type voltage-dependent calcium (Ca2+) channels open to allow
Ca2+ into the cell (137). The influx of Ca2+ triggers fusion of docked synaptic vesicles containing
acetylcholine to the presynaptic plasma membrane and release of acetylcholine into the synaptic
cleft, the narrow space between the pre- and post-synaptic regions (138). Free acetylcholine
binds to nicotinic acetylcholine receptors on the post-synaptic membrane that open to allow
sodium ions (Na+) to flow into the motor end-plate of the myofiber (139). This cation exchange
across thousands of acetylcholine receptors causes a local depolarization called an end-plate
potential (54). When depolarization exceeds the contraction threshold value (~-50mV), voltagedependent Na+ channels open causing an influx of Na+ and conversion of the end-plate potential
to an action potential (+40mV) that is distributed deep into myofiber along T-tubules (54). Ttubules are invaginations of myofiber membrane containing voltage sensitive dihydropyridine
receptors that are closely associated with ryanodine receptors on the sarcoplasmic reticulum
(137,140). Upon arrival of an action potential, dihydorpyridine receptors induce physiochemical
changes of the ryanodine receptors causing them to release Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic
reticulum, increasing intracellular, cytoplasmic Ca2+ levels (141). Ca2+ then binds to troponin C
of the thin filament causing a conformational rotation of tropomyosin away from the cleavage
furrows on the actin filaments, exposing the myosin binding sites (142). The myosin head of the
thick filament then binds to the uncovered sites on actin and, upon the release of adenosine
diphosphate (ADP) and inorganic phosphate (Pi), ‘pulls’ actin to generate force (143,144). At the
end of contraction, the myosin head binds adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and detaches from the
actin molecule (143,144). This series, termed cross-bridge cycling, continues until the loss of the
elevation of Ca2+ level in the sarcoplasm, resulting in the cessation of skeletal muscle
contraction.
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When the synaptic endings of an axon returns to resting potential, acetylcholine release
stops, and residual acetylcholine is quickly degraded (>1ms) by acetylcholinesterases that reside
on the basal lamina of the motor end-plate. Closing of Na+ channels and opening of potassium
channels repolarize the postsynaptic membrane. In the absence of voltage-mediated stimuli,
dihydropyridine receptors and ryanodine receptors become deactivated. Within ~30 ms after
action potential is terminated, intracellular [Ca2+] returns to baseline as Ca2+ is pumped back into
the sarcoplasmic reticulum by sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase (SERCA), and
myosin-bindings sites on actin are covered once more by tropomoycin.
Execution of muscle contraction and relaxation involves several steps, any of which can
be affected by various diseases and disorders and compromise neuromuscular function. Clinical
manifestations of disruption of neuromuscular coupling include muscle weakness and atrophy
and/or partial to complete paralysis and may be a manifestation of neuropathies, myopathies or
both. A number of diagnostic techniques are used in parallel to identify whether the source of
neuromuscular perturbations are pre- and/or post-synaptic, to exclude other coexisting
neuromuscular disorders, monitor disease progression, or oversee the effects of treatment
(145,146). These include but are not limited to electro-diagnostic approaches, such as nerve
conduction studies and electromyography (147,148), magnetic resonance imaging (149),
quantitative and repetitive strength testing and immunohistochemistry (150), all of which are
recommended to be done in parallel (147). While these techniques are not sufficient to identify
the underlying molecular mechanisms that contribute to pathology, they help guide clinicians
and researchers to appropriate sites for further investigation and treatment administration (145).
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1.2.2. Presynaptic motor nerve terminal
Execution of planned or reflexive muscle contractions requires conduction of neural
signals from the central nervous system to a target skeletal muscle through an α-motor nerve
fiber, which will henceforth be referred to as a motor nerve fiber. Motor nerve cell bodies are
located in the brainstem or ventral horn of the spinal cord and pass through a plexus of peripheral
nerves to a single muscle in the periphery. Anatomically, motor nerve fibers have a large cell
body (~35-80 µm in diameter) that gives off a large single axon (6-20 µm in diameter) (151).
Due to the size and the thickness of the electrically insulating myelin sheath, motor nerve fibers
have high conduction velocities (~80-120 m/s) that allows for skeletal muscle to respond rapidly
to changing stimuli (152).
As the axon of a motor nerve fiber approaches skeletal muscle it branches into 10-200
un-myelinated, knob-shaped presynaptic terminals that extend into shallow synaptic troughs on
the myofiber membrane (153,154) (Figure 6). Presynaptic terminals and postsynaptic
specializations align directly across from one another and interact via trophic factors and
structural proteins (155). The nerve-muscle contact is covered by thin Schwann cell processes
everywhere except at the immediate interface with the muscle. This structural feature plays a
critical role in NMJ development, maintenance and remodeling following nerve injury (156,157).
It is important to note that each pre-synaptic branch forms a synapse with a single myofiber. The
collection of myofibers innervated by a motor nerve constitutes a motor unit, and the myofibers
contract simultaneously when the motor unit is sufficiently activated (158,159).
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Figure 6: Innervation at NMJ. A representative confocal image of NMJ innervation. Motor
nerve bundles enter the skeletal muscle, and individual motor nerve fibers branch off forming a
single terminal branch with a myofiber. Green=motor nerve fiber, white=acetylcholine receptors
on myofiber end-plate. Scale Bar = 20 µm.
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Fundamental features of presynaptic terminals are consistent across different species of
adult vertebrates (160,161). In particular, presynaptic terminals contain a large number of
synaptic vesicles located in active zones and numerous mitochondria at a high density.
Presynaptic terminals are readily identifiable with electron microscopy by synaptic vesicles, a
presynaptic thickening of the plasma membrane, which is formed by macromolecules in the
active zones and elongated mitochondria amassed in the central cytosolic core (160,162,163).
Both active zones and mitochondria are critical for conversion of an action potential into a
chemical signal in a precise spatial-temporal manner (164–166).

Mitochondria play a

particularly important role in synaptic transmission by providing energy and buffering ions
needed for active zone proteins, as well as supporting remodeling and regeneration (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Presynaptic terminal. As the motor nerve fiber approaches a myofiber, the terminal
engorges into a ‘bulb’ shaped structure. Mitochondria are found at a high density in the cytosolic
regions of the presynaptic terminal. Electron dense regions along the presynaptic terminal
membrane, called active zones, feature docked synaptic vesicles loaded with acetylcholine as
well as voltage dependent Ca2+ channels. The axon terminal is covered by Schwann cells
everywhere except the interface between pre- and post-synaptic specializations.
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Active zones are electron dense regions of the presynaptic membrane that align
postsynaptic specializations and function as synaptic vesicle fusion and acetylcholine release
sites (167). Active zones consist of hundreds of synaptic vesicles connected together or directly
tethered to the plasma membrane by filaments, synaptic vesicle releasing machinery, voltage
dependent Ca2+ channels and cytoskeletal matrix proteins (165,166,168). Evaluation of human
and mouse NMJ revealed approximately 200 active zones at a density of 2.3-2.7 active zones
/µm2 in each presynaptic terminal (169). The architecture and distribution of active zones along
the membrane is regimented to ensure fast, synchronous excitation and vesicular release in
addition to properly aligning with postsynaptic specializations (170).
Formation and maintenance of active zones is mediated by a trans-synaptic mechanism.
Extracellular domains of presynaptic voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels and the postsynaptic
organizer protein laminin β2 interact directly to position the presynaptic protein complex in front
of the postsynaptic specialization (171). Moreover, voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels and laminin
β2 interaction facilitates clustering of voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels, which in turn recruit
other presynaptic components (172). NMJ in voltage-dependent Ca2+ channel knockout mice
have a normal size, but have significantly reduced numbers of active zones and docked vesicles
as well as less presynaptic cytoplasmic matrix and postsynaptic laminin β2 proteins (173).
Furthermore, NMJ in mice with genetic deletion of voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels or laminin
β2 display disassembled active zones (173). These studies suggest that active zone formation and
synaptic vesicle accumulation in the presynaptic terminal are based on cell adhesion and/or
retrograde signaling between presynaptic terminal and postsynaptic end-plate.
Specific proteins are recruited to active zones and work in concert to coordinate the
cycling of synaptic vesicles, which is required for rapid and repeated rounds of acetylcholine
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release (166,174). At any given time, active zones have 2-3 synaptic vesicles docked at the
plasma membrane and a pool of ~200-300 positioned nearby (175). The pools are categorized as
a release-ready pool, vesicles that are immediately available to release acetylcholine upon arrival
of action potential, and a reserve pool that are only exocytosed during prolonged stimulation
(175–177).
When an action potential reaches the motor nerve fiber terminal, voltage-dependent Ca2+
channels open and allow Ca2+ to enter the cell, rapidly triggering synaptic vesicles exocytosis (<
1 ms) (178). Release of >10,000 acetylcholine molecules from a single synaptic vesicle causes a
miniature end-plate potential (~0.4-1 mV) on the postsynaptic membrane (179,180). Continued
release of acetylcholine causes summation of miniature end-plate potentials that leads to action
potential firing when the threshold is reached (181). Importantly, the amount of acetylcholine
released is several fold higher than the minimum amount needed to trigger a postsynaptic action
potential (170,181). Following exocytosis, synaptic vesicles are endocytosed, wherein they are
locally recycled, refilled with acetylcholine, and returned to active zones (182). On account of
advancements in fluorescence imaging, for example FM1-43 dye, which labels the membranes of
recycled synaptic vesicles, the behavior and localization of synaptic vesicle cycling can be
readily monitored in vivo over time (177,183,184). These techniques have aided the discovery
that synaptic activity is maintained by a relatively small pool (1-5%) of synaptic vesicles that are
repeatedly recycled and mixed with reserve vesicles in a matter of hours (185).
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1.2.2.1.

Motor nerve fiber mitochondria
Mitochondria play a critical role in synaptic function as well as motor nerve adaptability

and stability by providing energy needed for the synaptic vesicle cycling, intracellular
remodeling and Ca2+ buffering in response to depolarization-induced Ca2+ uptake. Mitochondria
are also a dominant source for ROS generation that induces apoptosis, which contributes to the
pathogenesis of a number of motor nerve degenerative disorders (85,132,136,186,187).
In order to locally respond to energetic and Ca2+ buffering demands, mitochondria are
transported bi-directionally along cytoskeletal tracts from the cell body where they are
synthesized, to the presynaptic terminal where they accumulate (188). Presynaptic mitochondria
are positioned next to active zones, ~200 nm away from the plasma membrane (164). ATP is
required to support a number of processes in the presynaptic terminal. For example, in the
process of synaptic vesicle cycling, energy provided by ATP hydrolysis is required for
exocytosis and refilling (189,190) as well as acetylcholine synthesis (191,192). Insufficient
mitochondrial ATP production causes dramatic decrease in synaptic vesicle mobilization, which
can be improved by stimulation of glycolysis (193) or administration of exogenous ATP (194).
Similarly, ATP hydrolyzing activity of plasma membrane ATPases is necessary for maintenance
of membrane stability and integrity, and intracellular ion homeostasis (195). In metabolically
intact synapses, ATP synthesis reaches a steady state to maintain ~106 ATP molecules in each
presynaptic terminal (196). Despite the presence of this reserve, important properties of
presynaptic function are severely impaired following even momentary interruption in ATP
synthesis (196).
Mitochondria are also important for synaptic transmission by sequestering and releasing
Ca2+ to maintain Ca2+ homeostasis (197,198) and stimulate ATP production (199). Increases in
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[Ca2+] in the cytosol upon depolarization causes a rapid uptake of Ca2+ into the mitochondria
(188,200). This buffering diminishes the probability of synaptic vesicle release, accelerating
acetylcholine recovery after nerve stimulation and is most important during repetitive activity
(189). Mitochondria serve as ideal Ca2+ buffers during neurotransmission as the rate of Ca2+
uptake far exceeds the rate of release, netting in greater [Ca2+] accumulation (201). During
recovery from terminal firing, Ca2+ is released from the mitochondria via the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger
in order to restore basal Ca2+ homeostasis (200). Furthermore, increase in mitochondria [Ca2+]
stimulates ATP production by activation of the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) enzymes;
pyruvate dehydrogenase, α-ketogluterate dehydrogenase, and isocitrate dehydrogenase
(202,203). Together, sequestration of Ca2+ in the mitochondria couples activity-driven energy
demands to local ATP synthesis (196). Mishandling of Ca2+ by mitochondria leads to abnormally
high intracellular Ca2+ (204), and hyper-activation (205). Furthermore, excessive accumulation
of mitochondrial Ca2+ leads to opening of the permeability transition pore (206), which
depolarizes mitochondria, reducing ATP output, and can induce mitochondrial-mediated
apoptosis (207).
Beyond morphological and functional assessments, alterations in mitochondrial dynamics
and axonal transport are critical for motor nerve adaptation and recovery from damage (208–
210). Approximately 20-30% of mitochondria are motile and able to be trafficked along
cytoskeletal tracts from the cell body to areas of high ATP and Ca2+ demands (211,212).
Trafficking is particularly important during recovery from neural damage (212). Indeed, damage
intrinsically stimulates transport of healthy mitochondria, and removal of damaged mitochondria,
in order to provide ATP needed to reseal damaged membranes, rearrange cytoskeletal structures,
and activate synthesis of macromolecules needed for regrowth (212). Studies in sciatic nerve
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found that mitochondria undergo dynamin-1-like protein dependent fission and migrate toward
the area of injury following sciatic nerve transection (213). Prevention of fission, trafficking, or
anchoring of mitochondria to injured areas hampers recovery (212,213), thus emphasizing the
importance of mitochondrial motility to areas of high energy demands.
Dysregulation of mitochondrial function, including impaired ATP production and
heightened ROS production, is implicated in the pathogenesis of multiple motor nerve
degenerative diseases characterized by loss of motor nerve fibers and muscle weakness
(44,85,134,164,214–217). For example, superoxide dismutase-1 mutant mice, which develop
familial amylotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) in a manner akin to humans (218), have an
increased susceptibility to tourniquet-induced IR degeneration of NMJ (44) and display
abnormalities in mitochondrial appearance (e.g. swelling, disorganized cristae, and vacuoles
containing mitochondrial remnants) prior to disease development (133,197,219,220). Similarly,
mitochondria in motor nerves collected from mice lacking the survival motor neuron gene, a
model for spinal muscle atrophy with abnormal changes in genes associated with mitochondrial
bioenergetics, have reduced maximal respiration and membrane potential, impaired dynamics,
and increased oxidative stress in the pre-symptomatic phase of the disease (217,221). Genetic
sequencing of motor nerve fibers from a mouse model of spinal muscle atrophy revealed changes
associated with mitochondrial bioenergetics (221). Thus, derangements in mitochondrial
function, including reduced ATP production and increased ROS production, are considered to be
an early and likely causal event leading to dysfunction and degeneration.

1.2.2. Postsynaptic myofiber
Equally as important to neuromuscular function are the postsynaptic myofibers, which
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convert electrochemical impulses into mechanical work. Myofibers are long, fully-excitable,
multinucleated cells composed of thousands of myofibrils that can generate force (222,223).
End-plates with postsynaptic specializations form near the middle of the myofiber and interface
with a presynaptic terminal (181,224). An adult myofiber form a single end-plate, which
constitutes only 0.1% of the fiber surface (138) that features a basal lamina, a folded
postsynaptic membrane, and an underlying sarcoplasm enriched with mitochondria (170)
(Figure 8). Each component of the end-plate serves a critical function for neurotransmission that
include stabilization of end-plate structures, positioning presynaptic terminals, signal reception,
integration and dissemination, and metabolic support needed to accomplish contraction
(163,181).
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Figure 8: Postsynaptic end-plate. The postsynaptic end-plate features an extracellular matrix
with acetylcholinesterases, a basal lamina membrane containing a high density of acetylcholine
receptors and voltage-dependent Na+ channels. Unlike other synaptic junctions, the postsynaptic
membrane folds in on itself, forming junctional folds. Finally, mitochondria are found at a high
density at the end-plate.
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The basal lamina is comprised of a complex extracellular matrix (ECM) that shapes an
environment to enable intracellular cross-talk (225). Embedded in the ECM are secreted synapse
specific structural glycoproteins, proteoglycans and growth factors (226). The basal lamina plays
an informative role by providing ‘homing signals’ that help guide the presynaptic terminal to
properly localize with the end-plate as well as direct and stabilize acetylcholine receptor
clustering (227). Indeed, following denervation of motor nerve and myofiber destruction, axon
reinnervation occurs at the original synaptic basal lamina. Myofiber regeneration also occurs at
original synaptic sites on the basal lamina, even in the absence of the axon (172). Thus, the basal
lamina both marks the location of NMJ and provides sufficient support that allows regenerating
cells to survive even in the absence of a synaptic partner.
The basal lamina is also important for regulating neurotransmission.

Acetylcholine

esterases concentrated in basal lamina (3,000 per µm2) rapidly catalyze the hydrolysis of
acetylcholine that is not bound to acetylcholine receptor (~25,000 acetylcholine molecules/sec)
(228). This is to ensure end-plate activation by acetylcholine does not persist after action
potential has ended. Deficiency in acetylcholine esterase expression or activity have devastating
consequences on neuromuscular transmission (229). Indeed, humans and mice with genetic
deficiency of acetylcholine esterase exhibit altered synaptic structure, where clefts are
degenerated and presynaptic terminals are partially demyelinated (230). At high doses chemical
inhibitors of acetylcholine esterase, such as nerve gases and insecticides, have lethal
consequences (231). Conversely, lower doses of acetylcholine esterase inhibitors have been to
treat myasthenic crisis, severe muscle weakness due to poor neuromuscular transmission
(231,232).
Unlike any other synapses, end-plate membranes have deep invaginations, called
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junctional folds, which maximize surface area and enhance reliability of neuromuscular
transmission (181). Within the membrane are the two protein complexes required to initiate and
amplify local depolarization into action potential; ligand gated acetylcholine receptors and
voltage gated Na+ channels. Aside from different functions, acetylcholine receptors and voltage
gated Na+ channels are spatially segregated, occupying discrete areas which increases the
reliability of neuromuscular transmission (170,172,233).
The crests of the junctional folds feature a high-density acetylcholine receptors clusters
(~8700 acetylcholine receptor/µm2 of postsynaptic membrane) that align with active zones (234).
The density of acetylcholine receptors is influenced by trophic factors and volume of activity. Of
particular importance, agrin protein secreted from the nerve fiber mediates acetylcholine receptor
clustering (235,236). Mice lacking agrin lose acetylcholine receptors and structural proteins on
the end-plate and the synaptic cleft (237), which can be reversed by ectopic expression of agrin
(238). Acetylchoine receptor dynamics are also very sensitive to activity. In physiological
conditions, acetylcholine receptors have a half-life of ~14 days, however, when the acetylcholine
binding site is blocked by the competitive inhibitor α-bungarotoxin, the half-life is reduced to
~24 hours and cluster density diminishes (239,240). However, this is reversible by direct muscle
stimulation or restoration of synaptic transmission (198).
Voltage gated Na+ channels accumulate in the depths of the junctional folds and convert
local depolarization initiated by acetylcholine receptor opening into a propagating action
potential (241,242). Indeed, the Na+ current density at the end-plate is ~5-10 fold larger than
extrajunctional membrane effectively lowering the threshold of an action potential
(233,243,244). Under pathological conditions (e.g. myasthetic gravis and denervation), density
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of voltage gated Na+ channels is reduced, rendering myofibers weak or paralyzed due to loss of
excitability (222). In sum, the structure and molecular organization of postsynaptic membrane
facilitates specific and efficient neuromuscular transmission to help ensure that nerve impulses
give rise to a myofiber action potential.
1.2.1.1.

Myofiber mitochondria

Early electron microscopy studies revealed that like the presynaptic terminal, the
junctional sarcoplasm has a high density of mitochondria (170,245). While end-plate membranes
are readily identifiable with fluorescent molecules such as α-bungarotoxin, no method exists to
isolate resident mitochondria for direct analysis. As a consequence, all mitochondria in the
myofiber are analyzed, limiting the ability to elucidate whether mitochondria clustered at the
end-plate represent a distinct population with unique biochemical functions (246). Nevertheless,
myofiber mitochondria undoubtedly play a critical role in neuromuscular function by supporting
basal myofiber processes (54), excitation-contraction coupling (141,247) and by maintaining
NMJ stability and adaptability (248). Indeed, NMJ dismantlement seems to be preceded by
deranged mitochondrial function (134,197,221). Conversely, augmentation of mitochondrial
content in myofibers either by exercise training (249,250) or genetic manipulation (248,251,252)
promotes NMJ remodeling and function, which alleviates conditions in which neuromuscular
function is reduced.
Efficient muscle contraction and relaxation requires a constant supply of ATP and
modulation of intracellular [Ca2+]. Mitochondria are the most important sources of ATP and
display a large capacity to increase respiration to meet energy demands, which can change up to
100-fold during active contraction (253,254). The majority of ATP is utilized during two cyclical
processes during excitation-contraction coupling: the interaction of myosin-actin cross-bridges
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and Ca2+ uptake by sarcoplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum ATPase (255). Myofiber contraction is
initiated by release of Ca2+ from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, which induces an increase in Ca2+
in the sarcoplasm (69). Ca2+ binds to and causes a conformational change of the troponin
complex (142,256), which in turn removes tropomyosin from myosin binding sites on actin .
Hydrolysis of ATP by myosin ATPase energizes the myosin head to form a cross-bridge with an
actin molecule (257). Upon the stepwise release of Pi and ADP, the myosin head changes
conformation and exerts a torsional force to ‘pull’ the actin myofilament (143). The cross-bridge
remains intact until another ATP is bound to myosin, at which point myosin detaches from the
actin to then bind another. As the cross-bridge cycle continues, the myofiber shortens and
generates force. At the end of the stimulus sarcoplasmic endoplasmic reticulum ATPase utilizes
the energy from ATP hydrolysis to transport Ca2+ against the concentration gradient back into
the sarcoplasmic reticulum (258). In the absence of ATP, cross-bridges do not dissociate and
cytosolic Ca2+ remains elevated causing hypercontracture, which is observed during ischemia
and rigor mortis.
The tight coupling of mitochondrial ATP production to the requirements of a contracting
muscle is ensured by effects of Ca2+ on aerobic metabolism. As mentioned earlier, release of
Ca2+ from the sarcoplamic reticulum elevates cytosolic Ca2+ and triggers Ca2 uptake into
mitochondria in an electrochemical gradient-dependent fashion (141,259). Indeed, contractile
waves, produced by depolarization-induced Ca2+ release, are associated with propagating waves
of mitochondrial depolarization, consistent with Ca2+ entering the mitochondrial matrix
(260,261). Furthermore, transient mitochondrial depolarization is directly related to the focal
release of Ca2+ form sarcoplasmic reticulum (262). Increase in matrix Ca2+ activates Ca2+sensitive dehydrogenases, which are key rate-controlling enzymes in the TCA cycle and help to
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prevent quick exhaustion of ATP during contraction (247). Kinetic analysis has revealed electron
flux through complexes I, III, and IV of the electron transport system (ETS) and an increase of
ATP production in response to Ca2+ in a dose-dependent manner (263). Deletion or mutation of
the mitochondrial Ca2+ uniporter causes reduction in mitochondrial Ca2+ and subsequent
dysfunction and leads to cellular damage and apoptosis. Patients and mice lacking mitochondrial
Ca2+ uniporter suffer from ataxia and muscle weakness (264). Similarly, mice lacking MICU1, a
myofiber specific component of the mitochondrial Ca2+ uniporter, present with multiple
neuromuscular abnormalities, including altered balance and reduced muscle mass (264). Thus,
like motor nerve fibers, Ca2+ uptake into mitochondria functions to maintain energy homeostasis
in response to varying energy demands.
Defects in myofiber mitochondrial ATP production, Ca2+ buffering and dynamics have
been implicated in development and progression of neuromuscular pathologies. Uncoupling of
myofiber mitochondria causes muscle atrophy, NMJ dismantlement and degeneration of motor
nerve fibers, similar to what is observed in ALS (134) and following IR injury (47,265).
Similarly, patients and animals suffering from Duchene muscular dystrophy, caused by the loss
of critical cytoskeletal proteins, exhibit abnormal NMJ structure and age-dependent loss of NMJ
function (266). Mitochondrial dysfunction, such as abnormal respiration (267), Ca2+ signaling
(268) and ROS detoxification (269), is evident in dystrophic myofibers. Such changes are
thought to stem from down-regulation of metabolic gene expression and dysfunctional
mitochondrial enzymes (270). Interestingly, an enhanced expression of the master regulator of
mitochondrial biogenesis peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ coactivator 1α has been
found to alleviate neuromuscular abnormalities from dystrophic mice by increasing the content
of mitochondria (251). Aging is also associated with reduced muscle strength and mass, and
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denervation (271,272). Comparison of young and aging rats revealed that gene expression and
protein content of energy metabolism and neuromuscular function are depressed in aged animals,
which is paralleled with a decrease in muscle size as well as mitochondrial respiration (273).
These findings, in combination with the observation that promoting mitochondrial biogenesis
benefits neuromuscular function, suggest therapies that target mitochondria may be the most
efficacious.
Failure to maintain a healthy population of mitochondria in myofibers is partially blamed
for functional degeneration. In particular, diminished capacity for mitochondrial removal by
autophagy has been found to exacerbate muscle atrophy (274), blunt tissue recovery (275,276)
and adaptation (277,278), and accelerate aging (279). Consistently, myofiber specific deletion of
upstream autophagy regulatory protein unc-like protein 51 kinase hampers functional
regeneration in skeletal muscle following myotoxic and IR injury and is associated with
disrupted mitochondrial network remodeling (275,276). Furthermore, mice with depletion of
autophagy related protein 7 display mitochondrial defects, myofiber atrophy, NMJ deterioration
and accelerated aging (279). Together, these findings underscore the importance of
mitochondrial quality for the maintenance of NMJ integrity.
Voluntary movement is dependent on constant exchange of information between nervous
and skeletal muscle systems at the NMJ. Derangements in NMJ structure and function are a
characteristic of diseases and traumas that cause weakness, muscle atrophy, frailty and/or
paralysis. A considerable body of interdisciplinary studies has revealed that mitochondria play a
key role in stabilizing NMJ and preserving neuromuscular cross-talk, and mitochondrial
abnormalities contribute to the early processes of neuromuscular dysfunction. An in-depth spatial
and temporal understanding of mitochondrial function and dynamics in vivo is necessary to fully
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assess mitochondrial alterations under pathological conditions and will aid in development of
preventative and therapeutic strategies to assuage neuromuscular dysfunction caused by disease
or injury.
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CHAPTER 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1

Animals
Animal procedures were conducted upon the approval of the Institutional Animal Care

and Use Committee of the University of Virginia. All mice were housed in temperaturecontrolled (21°C) cages in a pathogen free room with a 12:12-h light-dark cycle, and had free
access to water and normal chow. Wild type male C57Bl/6 mice between 9 and 12 weeks were
obtained from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). MitoTimer transgenic mice were generated
by subcloning the MitoTimer coding region into an inducible expression vector downstream from
LoxP-flanked chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) coding sequence (280) with a stop codon
under the control of CMV early enhancer/chicken β actin (CAG) promoter (281). We called this
construct pCAG-CAT-MitoTimer, which allows inducible expression of MitoTimer following
expression of the Cre recombinase. When we co-transfected pCAG-CAT-MitoTimer with pCMVCre, an expression vector of Cre under the constitutively active CMV promoter, we observed
MitoTimer expression while co-transfection with an empty vector, pCI-neo, showed no
expression of MitoTimer. We then used the isolated DNA fragment containing the expression
unit for pro-nuclei injection and generated transgenic mouse line in C57BL/6 background, call
CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mice. After we crossbred the CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mice with a global
inducible Cre mouse line, CAG-Cre-ERT2, we injected the adult global inducible MitoTimer mice
(CAG-CAT-MitoTimer;CAG-Cre-ERT2) with tamoxifen (40 mg/kg, i.p.) daily for 7 days and
observed expression of MitoTimer in the skeletal muscle, heart, lung, liver, kidney and brain
(282).
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2.2.

Endurance Exercise Training
Mice in the exercise group were acclimatized to a cage with a locked running wheel for 3

days. Following acclimation mice were allowed free access to the running wheel, and all mice
were provided food and water ad libitum for 5 weeks. Daily running distance was recorded via
computer monitoring. Running wheels were locked 24-hours prior to additional experiments as
described below.

2.3.

Hind limb Ischemia-reperfusion injury
Under anesthesia (isoflurane in 2% oxygen) a 4.0-oz 1/8’ orthodontic rubber band

(DENTSPLY GAC International Inc 11-102-03) was applied above the greater tronchanter of the
right femur using a McGivney Hemmrohidal Ligator as previously described (283) (Figure 9).
Mice were conscious and monitored during the 1-hour ischemic period followed by tourniquet
removal to induce reperfusion.

Functional, morphological and biochemical analyses were

performed at various time points ranging from 0 h (end of ischemia) to 28 days following IR.
Figure 9: Tourniquet application to hindlimb.
An image of shaved mouse hindlimbs with a

Tourniquet

unilateral rubber band tourniquet placed above the
right femur to induced ischemia for 1 hour. Scale =
2 cm

2.4.

Creatine Kinase Activity
Creatine kinase activity was measured following the manufacturer’s instructions of a

commercial kit (Sigma Aldrich MAK116). Blood was collected from the tail, incubated at RT
for 30 minutes and then spun at 1,500 x g at 4°C for 30 minutes. The clear supernatant portion
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was saved (serum) and the clot was discarded. The samples were aliquoted and stored at -80°C.
At the time of the assay, the samples were thawed on ice and diluted 1:10 in dH2O.

2.5.

In vivo Muscle Function
Maximal isometric torque of the plantarflexors was assessed as previously described

(275). Under anesthesia (1% isoflurane in oxygen) mice were placed on a heated stage in the
supine position, and the right foot was secured to a foot-plate attached to a servomotor at 90°
relative to the immobilized knee (Model 300C-LR; Aurora Scientific, Ontario, Canada) (Figure
10).
Foot-plate Electrodes

Nose-cone

Figure 10:in vivo muscle function. An image of in
vivo muscle contraction set-up for nerve-stimulation.
Anesthesia is delivered through a nose-cone.

Immobilized knee

Scale=1cm.

For nerve stimulated contractions (Nerve Stim), teflon coated electrodes were inserted
percutaneously on either side of the sciatic nerve ~1 cm proximal to the knee joint. For direct
muscle stimulation (Direct Stim), electrodes were inserted into the proximal and distal ends of
the GA muscle. Peak isometric torque (mN●m), which is referred to as force, was achieved by
varying the current delivered to the nerve or muscle with the following constant parameters: 10
Volts electric potential, 200 Hz stimulation frequency, 300 ms stimulation duration, and 0.3 ms
pulse duration. To account for differences in body size among mice during longitudinal studies,
force was normalized by body mass (g), which did not change significantly over the
experimental time period. At the end of the experimental period, mice were sacrificed and
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hindlimb muscles were collected and weighed. Specific force was calculated by dividing
absolute force by plantarflexor muscles (sum of soleus, plantaris and gastrocnemius muscles)
wet weight (mg).

2.6.

Drug Treatment
MitoSNO and MitoNAP, generous gifts from Michael Murphy (Cambridge University),

were dissolved in 0.9% sterile saline, filtered through 2 µM filter, kept on ice and protected from
light immediately prior to the experiments. Saline, MitoSNO or MitoNAP were injected into the
tibialis anterior (100 µL) and GA (150 µL) after 55 minutes of ischemia.

2.7.

MitoTimer Analysis
MitoTimer is a mitochondria targeted fluorescent protein encoded from MitoTimer

reporter gene that shifts emission from green fluorescent protein (GFP, excitation/emission
489/508 nm) to Discosoma sp. red fluorescent protein (DsRed excitation/emission 558/583 nm)
upon oxidation. MitoTimer is a useful tool to measure mitochondrial oxidative stress (red:green
ratio) (277,284). Images were acquired as previously described (277,284). Briefly, the sciatic
nerve and plantaris muscle were harvested from the hindlimb and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) for 20 minutes, washed with PBS, and mounted on a gelatin coated slide with 50/50 PBS
glycerol. Images were acquired via confocal microscopy using Olympus Fluoview FV1000.
Quantification of the red:green ratio of MitoTimer signals in plantaris muscle and sciatic nerve
was performed using a custom-designed Matlab-based algorithm. For MitoTimer and AchR
analysis, plantaris muscle were first prepared as described above and then incubated with α-BTX
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prior to confocal imaging. Analysis of MitoTimer at NMJ was done manually using ImageJ. All
images were acquired with identical acquisition parameters for the respective tissue types.

2.8.

NMJ Analysis
NMJ area and occupancy were assessed as previously described (285,286). Briefly,

plantaris muscles were fixed in 4% PFA for 20 minutes, permeabilized in 3% Triton-X100 in
PBS for 30 minutes and blocked in 1% Triton-X100 + 4% fatty acid-free BSA for 60 minutes at
room temperature. The muscles were then incubated with primary antibodies against Tubulin βIII (Tuj1, Covance 801201, 1:100) and synaptic vesicle 2A (SV2, Abcam ab32942, 1:50)
overnight at 4°C. The muscles were washed 3 times with PBS and then incubated with Goatanti-Rabbit-FITC and Goat-anti-Mouse-FITC secondary antibodies for 2 hours at RT. Alexa
Fluor 647 conjugated α-bungarotoxin (1µg/mL) (Thermo Scientific B35450) was added to the
secondary antibodies after 1.5 hours. At the end of 2 hours, the muscles were rinsed 3 times for 5
minutes with PBS and then mounted on gelatin-coated sides using Vectashield (Vector
Laboratories H-1000). Images were acquired using Olympus Fluoview FV1000. To assess the
whole NMJ, Z-stacks were acquired using both 20x and 60x objectives. Only NMJ complete en
face acquired at 60x were analyzed as previously described (PMC4282693, PMC4563167).
Maximum intensity Z-stacks were reconstructed in ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) and
underwent the following corrections in the order listed: background subtraction (50.0 pixels),
despeckling, application of a Gaussian blur (2.0 radius) and conversion to binary. Occupancy
was determined by dividing the area of the presynaptic structures by the area of postsynaptic
structures (pre µm2/post µm2 x 100). Denervation is defined as the percentage of total NMJ in
which the occupancy is <5%.
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2.9.

Immunoblotting
Tissues were homogenized in (1 mg/10 µL) 2x Sample buffer (80 mM Tris HCl pH 6.8,

2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 0.0006% bromophenol blue, 0.1 M DTT) containing 1 protease inhibitor
tablet, 100 uL of phosphatase 2 and 3 (Sigma-Aldrich). Equal amount of protein for each sample
was loaded on a 10% SDS-PAGE gel. Following electrophoresis, the proteins were transferred
onto a nitrocellulose membrane, and the membrane was blocked with 5% dried milk and
incubated with primary antibodies followed by incubation with secondary antibodies previously
described (277). The primary antibodies used in the studies are: NDUFS1 (Thermo Scientific
PA5-28220), Mito OXPHOS cocktail (abcam ab110413), 4-Hydroxynoneanal (ab48506),
Calpain-1 (CST2556), Calpain-2 (CST2539), Actin (Sigma-Aldrich A2066).

2.10. Cryosectioning and Immunostaining
Immediately after dissection the plantaris muscle was embedded in a mold filled with
Tissue Tek optimal cutting temperature compound (Fischer Scientiic 23-730-571) and then
frozen in an isopentane slurry cooled by liquid nitrogen. Transverse sections were cut using a
cryostat (5 µm), mounted on positively charged slides, thawed and air dried, then stored at 80°C. Cryosections of plantaris muscle were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) (287).
Three digital images were acquired at 20x magnification, and centralized nuclei and fiber
number were counted by a blinded investigator. For immunostaining, slides were removed from
the freezer, fixed in 4% PFA for 10 minutes on ice, and then incubated in 0.3% Triton-X100 in
PBS for 10 minutes. After rinsing with PBS, sections were circled using a hydrophobic pen and
incubated with 5% normal goat serum (NGS) in PBS for 60 minutes. The samples were then
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incubated with primary antibodies against Ncam (Abcam, ab9018) and laminin (Chemicon
MAB1928) diluted 1:100 in NGS overnight at 4°C in a humidified chamber. The samples were
washed and incubated with fluorescently conjugated secondary antibodies that had been diluted
1:100 in NGS for 60 minutes at RT. After a 10-minute incubation with 7.5 nM DAPI and being
washed with PBS slides were mounted using Vectashield and glass coverslips. Images were
acquired using Olympus Fluoview FV1000 with identical parameters. The number of fibers and
fibers with intracellular staining of NCAM was counted by a blinded investigator.
2.11. Biotin-Switch
The biotin switch technique was employed to measure S-nitrosylated proteins in the GA
and sciatic nerve as previously described (288). Briefly, tissues were homogenized in 1:10 mg
tissue/mL lysis buffer (50 mM Tris HCL pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, 0.4% triton X100, 0.1 mM neocuproine + 1 protease inhibitor tablet in 50 mL) by 3 strokes at medium speed
of polytron. Positive and negative controls were created by incubating a muscle in vitro with 100
µM MitoSNO with or without 5 mM DTT, respectively, for 10 min at 37°C with shaking,.
Lysate was then centrifuged at 4,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C and the pellet was discarded.
Protein concentration was determined using BCA assay (Pierce), and 100 µg of each sample
was placed in 4 volumes of blocking buffer (9 volumes HEN + 1 vol 25% SDS containing 20
mM MMTS) for 1h at 55°C with shaking at 400 rpm (note: equal concentrations of each sample
were saved to serve as input prior to blocking). Protein was precipitated by adding 2 volumes of
ice-cold acetone and placed at -20°C for 30 minutes and spun at maximum followed by
discarding the supernatant. Protein was suspended in 25 µL of 4 mM HPDP-biotin and 1 uL of
100 mM sodium ascorbate and incubated for 1 h at RT. HPDP-biotin was removed by
precipitation with 2 volumes of acetone at -20°C for 30 minutes and then spun at maximum
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speed for 30 minutes. The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was resuspended in 100 µL
HEN buffer (250 mM HEPES pH 7.7, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM neocuproine). Afterwards, 200 µL
of neutralization buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.7, 10 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% Triton X100) and 50 µL streptavidin agarose (Sigma-Aldrich S1638) were added, and the samples were
incubated at RT for 1 hour. The samples were then washed 5 times with neutralization buffer +
600 mM NaCl. The proteins were eluted in 2x Sample buffer (80 mM Tris HCl pH 6.8, 2% SDS,
10% glycerol, 0.0006% bromophenol blue, 0.1 M DTT) containing 1 protease inhibitor tablet,
100 uL of each phosphatase inhibitors. An equal amount of protein for each sample was loaded
on a 10% SDS-PAGE gel. Following electrophoresis, the proteins were transferred onto a
nitrocellulose membrane, and the membrane was blocked with 5% dried milk and then incubated
with Rabbit anti-NDUFS1 (Thermo Scientific PA5-28220, 1:500) or a cocktail of mouse primary
antibodies against complexes I, II, III, IV, and V of the ETS (abcam ab110413, 1:500) and
Rabbit anti-Actin (sigma A2066, 1:5000).

2.12. Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism software. All results are
presented as means ± standard deviation (SD). Two-tailed t-test was used to compare body
weight, creatine kinase, and force production between sedentary and exercise trained mice. Oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare creatine kinase, muscle mass,
maximum specific force, centralized nuclei, fiber size, NMJ denervation, MitoTimer red:green
ratio over a time course. Two-way analysis of variance (Two-way ANOVA) was used to
compare force produced by nerve and muscle stimulation at different time points (stimulation vs.
time), and force of nerve and muscle stimulation between treatment groups (stimulation vs.
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treatment). A significant interaction of 0.05 was required to perform a between-variable post-hoc
analysis, in which case Tukey’s honestly significance difference test was performed. p < 0.05 is
considered statistically significant for all the analyses described above.
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CHAPTER 3. MITOCHONDRIAL PROTEIN S-NITROSYLATION PROTECTS
AGAINST ISCHEMIA REPERFUSION-INDUCED DENERVATION AT
NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTIONS IN SKELETAL MUSCLE

3.1.

Introduction
Neuromuscular junction (NMJ) is a unique microdomain where a motor nerve fiber and

skeletal muscle fiber interface to coordinate voluntary muscle contractions. Conditions in which
neuromuscular function is compromised, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (136), aging
(285), muscular dystrophies (289) and traumatic injuries (290), are characterized by deterioration
of NMJ. In particular, following certain types of surgeries or as a first response to traumatic
injury, in which a tourniquet is applied to control blood flow, skeletal muscle and motor nerve
fibers are often damaged by ischemia reperfusion (IR), caused by interruption in tissue perfusion
and subsequent restoration of blood flow. In addition to muscle weakness and atrophy (291,292),
IR injury can cause irreversible nerve and NMJ damage (10,245), all of which hinder functional
recovery of the affected skeletal muscle. However, we know little about the underlying
mechanism(s) of IR-induced neuromuscular damage, and hence there is currently no reliable and
effective intervention (6,293,294).
Mitochondria are enriched on the pre- and post- synaptic sides of NMJ (295,296) and are
essential for NMJ development and stability, and neurotransmission (194,297,298). Perturbations
that alter mitochondrial energy production, Ca2+ buffering, or increase oxidative stress, play a
causal role in NMJ degradation and neuromuscular dysfunction (136,299). In the context of IR
injury, excessive generation of mtROS, which leads to mitochondrial oxidative stress, are
considered central to the initiation and exacerbation of IR pathology (19,78). Mitochondria
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transfer electrons through the electron transport system (ETS) to drive the formation of
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which serves as chemical energy storage used directly for all
biological processes (23). During normal mitochondrial oxidative respiration, a small percentage
of electrons escape the ETS and form superoxide (83), which is rapidly scavenged and detoxified
by the resident antioxidant enzymes and molecules (300,301). During ischemia, tissue oxygen
supply is discontinued and mitochondrial oxidative respiration suspended (302). Depending on
the duration of ischemia, there will be insufficient production of ATP and accumulation of ADP
as well as other intermediate metabolites and reducing equivalents, such as NADPH and
succinate (50,51). Upon reperfusion, these metabolic buildups cause a surge of mtROS from the
ETS (83,303) When the production of mtROS exceeds the capacity of the mitochondrial
antioxidant defense system, it results in oxidization of cellular components (e.g. DNA, protein
and lipid, etc.), causing tissue damage and dysfunction and/or cell death (75,304). Furthermore,
mtROS may further damage mitochondrial structure and impair function (92), leading to a
vicious cycle (29,30). Therefore, prevention of mtROS production or neutralization of the
reactive molecules may prove be the most efficacious intervention against IR injury.
Nitric oxide (NO) and its derivatives have been found to interact with the mitochondrial
proteome, modulating respiration and providing cytoprotective effects (305) in the context of IR
injury. In particular, mitochondrial protein S-nitrosation (SNO) reversibly inhibits mitochondrial
respiration, prevents mtROS production by reverse electron transfer (RET) at complex I of the
ETS (50), and shields protein cysteine residues from irreversible oxidation (306,307).
Enhancement of mitochondrial SNO either by ischemic preconditioning (308) or treatment with
NO donor (94,309–311) has been found to be protective in models of myocardial infarction;
however, whether such strategies are applicable for conditions of neuromuscular injuries and
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how enhanced mitochondrial SNO might lead to the protection are unknown. In the present
study, we utilized a clinically relevant model of tourniquet-induced IR injury in mouse hindlimb
to test whether pharmacological augmentation of mitochondrial SNO could preserve muscle
and/or motor nerve structural integrity and function into the recovery period. We employed stateof-the-art mitochondrial reporter technology to elucidate the underlying mechanism(s) of the
pathology of IR injury with a focus on mitochondrial oxidative stress in both adult skeletal
muscles and motor nerve fibers.

3.2.

Results

3.2.1. Tourniquet-induced IR in skeletal muscle causes both nerve and muscle damage.
To determine the impact of IR injury on nerve and muscle function, we applied a
tourniquet above the right femur of mice to induce ischemia for 1 hour, a duration compatible
with the clinical guidelines, followed by removal of tourniquet to initiate reperfusion (312). We
performed a longitudinal study, in which we measured the maximal tetanic force production of
the planter flexors in vivo via nerve stimulation or direct muscle stimulation. These protocols
provide insight into neuromuscular transmission and force generating capacity of the muscle,
respectively (293,313). In un-injured mice (sham), force production resulting from nerve and
muscle stimulations was indistinguishable (Figure 11a). However, at day 7 following IR injury,
force generated by nerve and muscle stimulations were reduced by 80% and 50%, respectively,
compared to the sham (Figure 11a). The additional deficit in force production via nerve
stimulation is indicative of impaired neuromuscular transmission. At day 14 post injury, nerve
stimulation-elicited force production became equal to that produced by muscle stimulation while
the latter had not changed. By day 28, force production by muscle and nerve stimulation
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significantly increased and had recovered to sham levels when normalized to muscle weight
(Figure 11b). These findings demonstrate that IR causes injury to nerve and muscle and
neuromuscular transmission recovers prior to functional regeneration of muscle.
To assess muscle injury, we measured serum creatine kinase (CK) activity, a marker of muscle
damage (314,315). CK was elevated 4-fold between 3 and 12 hours post-IR compared to the
sham before returning to baseline after 1 day (Figure 11c). This initial, transient increase in CK
activity suggests that a single damaging event had occurred to the muscles. Muscle damage was
further confirmed by reduced gastrocnemius (GA) wet weight to 40% of the sham control at day
14 (Figure 11d). Furthermore, histological analysis by H&E staining revealed a gradual increase
of centrally located myonuclei over the 28-day experimental period (Figure 11e and 11f),
suggestive of ongoing muscle regeneration (316).
Finally, we examined innervation at neuromuscular junctions (NMJ) in the middle
portion of the plantaris muscle. Muscle contraction begins at NMJ where neurotransmitter
acetylcholine is released by the motor nerve (pre-synaptic) and binds to its receptor on the
muscle (post-synaptic), initiating a cascade of events that lead to contraction and force
generation (317). Impairment of structure and/or function on either pre- or post-synaptic side of
NMJ will impair muscle contraction (131). We assessed NMJ innervation by measuring the
overlap of immunoreactivity of the presynaptic markers β-III tubulin (Tuj1) and synaptic vesicle
2a proteins with the post-synaptic acetylcholine receptor detected by α-bungarotoxin (α-BTX).
We found a significant reduction in Tuj1/Synaptic vesicle 2 and α-BTX overlap at 3 hours
following IR injury compared to the sham control. This was followed by a partial recovery at day
28 (Figure 11g and 11h). Importantly, the reduction in Tuj1/synaptic vesicle 2-α-BTX overlap
was due to loss of immunoreactivity of the pre-synaptic structures, indicative of NMJ
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denervation. These data suggest that 1-hour tourniquet application followed by reperfusion leads
to both muscle and nerve injury and also raises the possibility that functional recovery of skeletal
muscle may, at least in part, depend on motor nerve recovery.
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Figure 11. Tourniquet-induced IR in skeletal muscle causes both nerve and muscle
damage. To determine the consequence of IR on skeletal muscle and motor nerve fibers a rubber
band was applied to induce ischemia and released after 1 hour to initiate reperfusion. Muscle
function and muscle injury as well as motor nerve innervation were assed at indicated time
points over 28 days. (a) Comparison of tetanic force production of plantar flexors by nerve
stimulation or muscle stimulation after IR at multiple time points (** and *** denote p < 0.01
and p < 0.001, respectively, n = 6). Other statistically significant comparisons are presented in
supplemental Table 1. (b) Specific tetanic force 28 days following injury. (c) Serum creatine
kinase activity (* and *** denote p < 0.05 and p < 0.001, respectively, n = 3-5). (d) Wet weight
of GA muscle normalized by tibia length (mm). (*, ** and *** denote p < 0.05, p < 0.01 and p <
0.001, respectively, n = 6-8). (e) Representative light microscope images of H&E stained skeletal
muscle cross sections and (f) percentage of fibers with centralized nuclei (Scale = 100 µm* and
*** denote p < 0.05 and p < 0.001, n=3-5). (g) Representative confocal images of αbungarotoxin (α-BTX, red) and beta III-tubulin/synaptic vesicle protein-2 (Tuj1/SV2, green)
(Scale = 50 µm and 20 µm for the top panel and bottom enlarged panel, respectively) and (h)
percentage of denervated NMJ following IR. (**p < 0.01, n = 5-7). Data are represented as mean
± SD.
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3.2.2. Ischemia-reperfusion causes mitochondrial oxidative stress in skeletal muscle, motor
nerve and NMJ.
Since mtROS production is considered central to IR injury we sought to determine
whether tourniquet-induced IR causes mitochondrial oxidative stress within the neuromuscular
system. To address this question we crossed CAG-CAT-MitoTimer mice with CAG-CreERT2
mice to obtain MitoTimer reporter mice with global inducible expression of a novel redoxsensitive mitochondrial-targeted reporter gene, MitoTimer (275,277,284). We observed a
significant increase in MitoTimer red:green in plantaris muscle (Figure 12a and 12b) and sciatic
nerve (Figure 12c and 12d) 3 hours following IR injury, emblematic of increased oxidative
stress (275,277,284). To assess the mitochondrial oxidative stress at NMJ we utilized α-BTX to
identify NMJ and imaged areas where MitoTimer and α-BTX overlapped. (Figure 10e and 10f).
In accordance with electron microscopy studies that show an enrichment of mitochondria at NMJ
(297), MitoTimer fluorescence was concentrated in a similar pattern as α-BTX. Moreover,
MitoTimer red:green in this region was significantly greater 3 hours following IR as compared to
the sham control, providing the first quantitative measurement of oxidative stress in the
mitochondria of NMJ in vivo. Clustering of MitoTimer signal with α-BTX was confirmed to be
indicative of mitochondria at the NMJ using MitoTimer with Tuj1 and α-BTX or MitoTracker
and α-BTX (Figure 13a and 13b). These findings demonstrate that IR causes oxidative stress in
plantaris muscle, sciatic nerve and NMJ.
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Figure 12: IR injury causes mitochondrial oxidative stress in skeletal muscle, motor nerve
and NMJ. To determine the impact of IR on mitochondrial oxidative stress MitoTimer Tg mice
were subjected to IR followed by 3 hours of reperfusion. Representative confocal images and
quantification of MitoTimer red:green in plantaris muscle (PL) (a and b) and sciatic nerve (SN)
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Figure 13: Development of a method to assess mitochondria oxidative stress at NMJ.
Skeletal muscle from MitoTimer transgenic mice was collected, and motor nerve and NMJ were
identified. (a) Representative confocal images of the motor nerve (gray), α-BTX (red), and
MitoTimer (green), and merged channels (n=3). (b) Representative confocal images of α-BTX
(gray), MitoTracker (green), and merged channels (n=3). Data are represented as mean ± SD
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3.2.3. MitoSNO protects motor nerve function leading to improved functional regeneration
of skeletal muscle.
Mitochondrial SNO has been found to reversibly depress mitochondrial respiration,
reduce mtROS generation and shield cysteine residues from oxidation (96), we investigated
whether promoting mitochondrial SNO was sufficient to attenuate muscle and/or nerve damage.
We administered saline, MitoSNO (a mitochondrial targeted S-nitrosothiol) or MitoNAP (the
thiol precursor of MitoSNO included to jettison the non-SNO effects of MitoSNO), which we
identified as a critical time point for MitoSNO-mediated effects (38).

To determine the

consequence of MitoSNO treatment following IR injury, we measured tetanic force production
in vivo by muscle and nerve stimulations. At day 7 post-IR, force production via nerve
stimulation was significantly greater in MitoSNO-treated muscles compared to MitoNAP and
saline (Figure 14a), providing the first evidence of an intervention to protect motor nerve
(293,318). Conversely, force production induced by direct muscle stimulation was reduced
similarly in saline-, MitoNAP- and MitoSNO-treated hindlimb muscles compared to the sham
control (Figure 14a), suggesting an equal level of damage to the muscles under these conditions.
At day 14 following injury, neuromuscular transmission had recovered in all groups, but
MitoSNO-treated muscles generated significantly greater force, suggesting that MitoSNO
treatment promotes functional regeneration of skeletal muscle following IR injury. Importantly,
administration of MitoSNO after 10 minutes of reperfusion did not preserve nerve or muscle
function following IR injury (Figure 15a and 15b).
Next, we assessed muscle mass and found a similar reduction (40%) in of gastrocnemius
muscle wet weight in saline-, MitoNAP-, and MitoSNO-treated groups mice compared to the
sham at 14 days post-IR (Figure 14b). Analysis of specific force revealed that MitoSNO-treated
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muscle specific force production was indistinguishable from sham and significantly higher than
saline- and MitoNAP- treated muscles (Figure 14c). These data indicate that MitoSNO treatment
did not lead to a complete recovery of muscle mass but led to complete recovery of muscle
contractile function per unit of muscle volume. Additionally, lack of protection provided by
administration of MitoNAP suggests that attenuation of injury following MitoSNO treatment is
due to the presence of the NO moiety, which transnitrosylates cysteine residues, rather than the
antioxidant properties of the free thiol. Thus, we excluded MitoNAP from subsequent
experiments.
To confirm that intramuscular injection of MitoSNO during ischemia enhances
mitochondrial protein SNO, we assessed mitochondrial protein SNO in gastrocnemius muscle
and sciatic nerve using a biotin switch assay (288). The levels of SNO of ETS complex I (NADH
oxidoreductase 75 kDa subunit), II (Succinate dehydrogenase iron-sulfur subunit B), III
(Cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1), and V (ATP synthase subunit α) were significantly elevated
compared to saline-treated muscle and Sham in the muscle (Figure 14d and 14e) and nerve
(Figure 14f and 14g), validating enhanced mitochondrial protein SNO by intramuscularly
injection of MitoSNO. Taken together, these findings suggest that MitoSNO treatment enhances
SNO of mitochondrial proteins and protects motor nerve and/or NMJ, leading to improved
contractile function recovery post-IR injury.
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Figure 14: MitoSNO preserves neuromuscular function and facilitates recovery of muscle
force. To determine whether enhancement of mitochondrial protein SNO could attenuate IR
injury to the nerve and/or skeletal muscle, saline, MitoSNO (a mitochondrial targeted SNO), or
MitoNAP (the thiol precursor of MitoSNO) were injected i.m. 5 minutes prior to tourniquet
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removal. Mitochondrial protein SNO, nerve and muscle function, and muscle mass were
measured at indicated time points. (a) Maximum tetanic force produced by nerve or muscle
stimulation at days 7 and 14 following IR (**p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001, n = 6-9). (b) Mass of
GA at day 14 normalized to tibia length (mm) (***p < 0.001, n = 6). (c) Nerve-stimulated
specific force at day 14 (***p < 0.001, n = 6). Immunoblots of complexes I, II, III, and V of the
ETS from GA muscle (d) and sciatic nerve (f) following the biotin switch protocol. Positive and
negative controls were generated by incubating respective tissues in vitro with either MitoSNO
and MitoSNO + Dithiothreitol, which reduces SNO bonds, respectively. Quantification of
immnoblot from GA (e) and SN (g) (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001, n = 3-5). Data are
represented as mean ± SD.
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Figure 15: Administration of MitoSNO during reperfusion does not protect nerve or
muscle against initial IR injury. To determine whether the timing of MitoSNO administration
was of consequence, mice were subjected to IR, and peak force production by motor nerve and
direct muscle stimulation was measured 1 day following injury. (*p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01, n =
4). Data are represented as mean ± SD
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3.2.4. MitoSNO treatment preserves innervation at NMJ following IR.
To elucidate the impact of mitochondrial SNO on neuromuscular system, we subjected
mice to IR with or without treatment with MitoSNO. Following IR, MitoSNO-treated muscle
displayed a preserved overlap of α-BTX and Tuj1/SV2 while saline-treated muscle displayed
significant loss of this overlap, suggesting MitoSNO-mediated protection against IR-induced
denervation at NMJ (Figure 16a and 16b). This difference of innervation at NMJ between
saline- and MitoSNO-treated muscles was maintained up to day 14 days post-IR. Additionally,
the number of muscle fibers expressing neural cell adhesion molecule (Ncam), a marker of
denervation (319), was increased at day 14 in saline-treated muscle compared to sham control,
which was profoundly attenuated by MitoSNO treatment (Figure 16c and 16d). These findings
provide additional evidence for the protective effect of MitoSNO on NMJ from IR injury.
To assess the impact of MitoSNO treatment on muscle damage, we measured serum CK activity
3 hours after IR and observed a 6-fold increase in serum CK activity (Figure 16e) in Saline and
MitoSNO groups compared with Sham group, suggesting a comparable degree of muscle
damage. Histological analysis at day 14 revealed a significant increase in centralized nuclei in
Saline compared to Sham group; the increase of central nuclei in the MitoSNO group was not
statistically reduced, suggesting the same degree of muscle damage by IR following treatment
with MitoSNO (Figure 16f and 16g). Together, these data show that enhancing mitochondrial
SNO by intramuscular injection of MitoSNO prior to reperfusion protects against IR-induced
denervation at NMJ, which leads to overall improved functional recovery of muscle following
IR.
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Figure 16: MitoSNO attenuates denervation of NMJ. To elucidate the consequence of
MitoSNO treatment on innervation at NMJ and muscle injury, we subjected mice to sham, IR +
saline, or IR + MitoSNO procedures. (a) Representative confocal images of denervation at NMJ
3 hours and 14 days following IR; (b) Quantification of the percentage of denervated NMJ (scale
= 20 µm, ***p < 0.001, n = 5-6); (c) Representative confocal images of transverse sections of
skeletal muscle expressing NCAM (red) and laminin (green), and DAPI staining (blue); (d)
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Quantification of the percentage of Ncam+ fibers at 14 days following injury (scale = 100 µm, *p
< 0.05, n = 4); (e) Serum creatine kinase activity 3 hours following IR (**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001,
n = 6); (f) Representative images of H&E stained transverse sections of skeletal muscle; and (g)
Quantification of percentage of fibers with centralized nuclei 14 days following IR (scale = 100
µm, **p < 0.05, p < 0.001, n = 4). Data are represented as mean ± SD.
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3.2.5. MitoSNO treatment reduces IR-induced mitochondrial oxidative stress in the motor
nerve.
To determine whether reduction of mitochondrial oxidative stress underlies MitoSNOmediated protection of the nerve function and innervation at NMJ, we subjected MitoTimer
reporter mice to IR injury. IR injury led to a significant increase in MitoTimer red:green ratio in
plantaris muscle (Figure 17a and 17b), sciatic nerve (Figure 17c and 17d) and NMJ (Figure
17e and 17f) 3 hours following IR, indicative of increased mitochondrial oxidative stress in
these tissue entities in the hindlimb (275,277,284). Treatment with MitoSNO significantly
attenuated the increase of MitoTimer red:green ratio in the sciatic nerve and NMJ, but this effect
in plantaris muscle was not statistically significant. Since the redox sensitive residue of
MitoTimer is tyrosine 67 (320), which cannot undergo SNO, the reduction of MitoTimer
red:green ratio following MitoSNO treatment in the sciatic nerve and NMJ is likely a
consequence of reduced mtROS rather than direct shielding by SNO. Collectively, these findings
suggest that MitoSNO treatment reduces IR-induced mitochondrial oxidative stress in the motor
nerve, leading to preservation of motor nerve/NMJ structure and neuromuscular transmission,
which facilitate functional rehabilitation of the muscle following IR (Figure 18).
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of MitoTimer red:green ratio in plantaris muscle (a and b), sciatic nerve (c and d), and NMJ (e
and f), scale bar = 50 µm. (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001 n = 4-7). Data are represented
as mean ± SD.
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3.3.

Discussion

Impaired neuromuscular function, due to NMJ injury, is central to a number of diseases and
traumas that affect muscle mass and force production, causing impairments of voluntary
movement. While the mechanism(s) underlying deterioration in neuromuscular function and
NMJ are still being uncovered, excessive generation of mtROS and consequential oxidative
stress predominate (135,136). However, until now, there has been no therapeutics that directly
target mitochondria to preserve neuromuscular integrity. In this study, we sought to elucidate the
consequence(s) of IR injury on the mitochondrial oxidative status and its impact on skeletal
muscle and motor nerve function by employing a model directly relevant to humans following
procedures that employ a tourniquet to control blood flow. We obtained functional,
morphological, and biochemical evidence that recapitulates many of the consequences of IR
injury observed in human skeletal muscle and motor nerve fibers (10,321). Furthermore, we
found that treatment with MitoSNO, a mitochondria-targeted molecule that enhances SNO,
protected motor nerve fibers against IR injury and improved functional regeneration of the
affected skeletal muscle. These findings identify intramuscular injection of MitoSNO as an
effective intervention against IR injury and highlight the importance of nerve function on muscle
recovery from IR injury.
Accumulation of oxidative stress within the NMJ mitochondria is thought to play a causal
role in neuromuscular dysfunction. Despite the recognized importance of mitochondria in
neuromuscular function, technologies in which to assess mitochondrial morphology, function,
and/or integrity at NMJ have been limited to electron microscopy (297,322), in vitro cell culture
(323), or extrapolation of studies conducted in separate categories of nerve synapses using a
variety of fluorescent probes (194). However, these aforementioned approaches do not provide
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insight into mitochondrial oxidative stress in NMJ in vivo. Here, we developed and utilized a
novel transgenic mouse line, in which MitoTimer, a reporter gene for measuring mitochondrial
oxidative stress, is inducibly expressed in all tissues of the body. We discovered that IR injury
caused a significant increase of mitochondrial oxidative stress in the motor nerve and skeletal
muscle. Taking advantage of fluorescently conjugated α-BTX, we could ascertain MitoTimer
signal in NMJ, which reports mitochondrial oxidative stress at NMJ. Using this novel approach,
we found clear evidence of increased mitochondrial oxidative stress in these discrete areas
following IR injury. Together, these findings provide the first direct measurement of
mitochondrial oxidative stress in NMJ.
Aberrant mtROS production upon rapid reactivation of mitochondrial respiration during
reperfusion is critical for initiation and propagation IR injury (16). Given the proximity to the
primary site of mtROS production, mitochondrial macromolecules are especially vulnerable to
oxidative damage (324). Accumulation of damaged mitochondrial proteins contributes to
mitochondrial dysfunction, which effectively impairs tissue function and recovery (276).
Regulation of mitochondrial processes by redox-based modifications on cysteine residues of
mitochondrial proteins, particularly enhanced SNO of proteins of ETS, have been found to elicit
cytoprotective effects against IR injury (303,310,325). Indeed, studies of myocardial infarction
reveal that SNO of Cys39 on the ND3 subunit of complex I by MitoSNO potently protects the
heart from IR injury by slowing mitochondrial respiration and mtROS production during
reperfusion (94,310). Informed by this precedent, we asked whether administration of MitoSNO
could enhance SNO of ETS proteins and attenuate mitochondrial oxidative stress following IR.
Our studies revealed that in addition to enhanced SNO of complex I, treatment with MitoSNO
increased SNO of complexes II and III in muscle, and, to a greater extent, nerve. These
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complexes in ETC are known contributors to mtROS production (50,326). Consistent with this
finding, MitoSNO treatment significantly reduced mitochondrial oxidative stress in nerve and
NMJ following IR. Of note, previous reports in the heart have identified that enzymes of the
tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA), including α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase and pyruvate
dehydrogenase, are significant sources of mtROS during reperfusion (302), which can be
attenuated by SNO of key residues (308). Although we did not probe for these aforementioned
enzymes, we speculate that MitoSNO enhances SNO of these proteins, possibly reducing
production of ROS. In addition to reversible modulation of enzyme activity, SNO shields
cysteine residues from irreversible oxidation, which has been shown to protect proteins that are
vulnerable to oxidant-mediated inactivation in the heart (327). Thus, it is likely that MitoSNO
mediated protection to the nerve is a synergistic effect of SNO of multiple sites of the ETS
ultimately reducing mitochondrial oxidative stress and preserving mitochondrial function.
Further studies are necessary to confirm this latter assertion.
Loss of tissue viability and function are among the consequences of IR, and thus,
attenuation of mitochondrial oxidative stress should curb these abnormalities. Indeed, we
obtained substantial evidence that treatment with MitoSNO preserved nerve function following
IR injury, as determined by the discrepancies between the forces elicited by nerve and direct
muscle stimulation. This is most likely attributable to the aforementioned reduction in
mitochondrial oxidative stress, which would maintain nerve function extending from the axon to
the NMJ. Such reasoning is bolstered by other studies in models of diabetic neuropathy and
ALS, in which administration of antioxidants or antioxidant gene mimetics attenuated loss of
motor nerve conduction (328) and enhanced survival of motor nerve fibers (329), respectively.
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However, additional studies are needed to parse the precise mechanism, by which mitochondrial
oxidative stress abrogates nerve function upon IR injury.
Despite the potent protection of motor nerve by MitoSNO treatment, initial damage to
skeletal muscle was not prevented. This lack of protection against skeletal muscle injury per se
suggests that muscle damage may be mediated by a mechanism(s) independent of mtROS, such
as ROS production from non-mitochondrial sources (330), and/or enhanced calpain activity
(331). Other studies have shown that necrotic and apoptotic cell death pathways in skeletal
muscle are rapidly initiated during ischemia, and the degree of activation of cell death pathway is
proportional to the duration of ischemia (332). Thus, MitoSNO, which we administered
immediately prior to reperfusion, would not likely affect damage occurred during ischemia.
Importantly, our data that functional regeneration of muscles that were treated with MitoSNO
exceeded that of the other groups suggests that the protection is mediated by a process other than
direct protection against initial muscle injury.
Both the maintenance of muscle mass and contractile function under normal conditions
and the recovery following injury are highly affected by neuromuscular activity as well as
neurotrophic factors. The influences of nerve on muscle functional regeneration are multifold,
impacting muscle metabolism (333), sarcomeric organization (334), and muscle fibrillation
(335). Indeed, functional recovery of muscle following nerve crush injury has been previously
shown to only be accomplished, albeit gradually, after neural input recovers (336). We found
that nerve function and NMJ innervation was preserved 7 days following treatment with
MitoSNO when compared to MitoNAP and saline-treated groups. Of great interest is that
MitoSNO treated muscles led to a more rapid recovery of contractile function without an
appreciable reinnervation of the NMJ at day 14. These data suggest the increase in force
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production between day 7 and 14 in MitoSNO treated muscles is due to functional regeneration
of the muscle. It is therefore likely that the accelerated improvement in muscle function is
attributable to the preserved NMJ innervation and function during the initial phase of IR.
Therefore, preservation of NMJ accelerates the functional regeneration of skeletal muscle from
IR injury.
In conclusion, our studies demonstrate that treatment with mitochondria-targeted Snitrosothiol MitoSNO prior to reperfusion attenuates IR-induced denervation at NMJ and
preserves neuromuscular function, which facilitate functional regeneration. Our findings
highlight a here unto unappreciated role of the physiological consequences of enhanced SNO of
mitochondrial proteins at NMJ and prove the feasibility of intramuscular injection of MitoSNO
as a highly effective intervention against IR injury.
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CHAPTER 4. EXERCISE TRAINING PROTECTS AGAINST NEUROMUSCULAR
DYSFUNCTION FOLLOWING HINDLIMB ISCHEMIA-REPERFUSION INJURY

4.1.

Introduction
Ischemia-reperfusion (IR) injury due to temporary loss of blood flow is common to many

debilitating diseases and a corollary to some clinical procedures. Skeletal muscle as an organ
with fundamentally important function is particularly relevant since, as a common practice in
certain types of surgery or as a first response to traumatic injury, a tourniquet is often used to
prohibit hemorrhage, exsanguination, or provide a bloodless operating field (337,338). The
negative consequences of this procedure include muscle weakness and atrophy as well as
temporary or irreversible nerve damage, all of which hinder functional recovery
(8,10,291,339,340).
The compounding of cellular alterations accrued during ischemia and reperfusion
determines the extent of pathology. This includes intracellular ion imbalance, destabilization of
the plasma membrane (16,17,341), and accumulation of metabolic intermediates (50) during
ischemia, as well as excessive generation of ROS, plasma membrane rupture, activation of
inflammatory cascades, and necropoptosis during reperfusion. Given the diversity of deleterious
pathways activated by IR, the best intervention(s) is likely to be the one that could assuage
multiple rather than one component of the pathways. Indeed, remote pre-conditioning before
ischemia has been found to attenuate IR injury in experimental models in a multi-faceted
manner, the efficacy of pre-conditioning is far from optimal (293,318,342). Thus, it is of the
upmost importance to develop more effective therapeutics that targets multiple components of IR
injury.
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Exposure to repeated, low-grade stress provokes adaptations that enhance cell resiliency
to future and more potent insults, a phenomenon called hormesis (343–345). In line with this
biological phenomenon, endurance exercise training involves and requires transient energetic,
oxidative and/or mechanical stress to elicit favorable adaptations both locally and systemically
(344,346,347). Certainly, endurance exercise training has been shown to lessen IR injury in the
heart (348–350), liver (351), and lungs (347), whereas the underlying mechanisms are varied and
include enhancement of antioxidant (352–356) and damage repair enzyme expression (278,357–
359) and activity increased Ca2+ buffering capacity (360–362), and improved mitochondrial
quality and function (284,362,363). However, there have not been studies investigating the
impact of endurance exercise training on the susceptibility of recruited, adapted skeletal muscle
to IR injury. If this endurance exercise training indeed leads to less IR injury in skeletal muscle,
the next question would be whether the protection occurs during the ischemic or reperfusion
phases and whether the muscle or the motor nerve components are protected. The purpose of this
study was to determine whether endurance exercise training is sufficient to protect motor nerve
fibers, the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) and/or myofibers, which populate skeletal muscle,
against IR injury. These studies would significantly improve our understanding of the utility and
underlying mechanism of endurance exercise training as a therapeutic intervention to
attenuate/prevent IR injury.
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4.2.

Results

4.2.1. Exercise training significantly preserves hindlimb function following IR.
To ascertain if endurance exercise training leads to protection against IR injury to
myofibers and motor nerve fibers, we subjected exercise trained mice (following 5 weeks of
voluntary running) to 1-hour to ischemia by unilateral application of a rubber band tourniquet
above the femur followed by releasing the tourniquet with reperfusion with sedentary mice
receiving the same experimental procedure and mice receiving sham operation as controls.
Myofiber and motor nerve functions were assessed based on total force generated by plantar
flexor muscles following direct muscle or sciatic nerve stimulation, respectively. These
approaches provide insight into the force generating capacity of muscle and neuromuscular
transmission, indicative of myofiber and motor nerve function, respectively (293).
Prior to the injury, body weight (Figure 19a), direct and nerve stimulated force
production (Figure 19b and 19c), and serum creatine kinase (data not shown) were
indistinguishable between sedentary and exercised mice. At 7 days following IR, gastrocnemius
muscle mass from sedentary and exercise-trained mice was reduced by 22% and 29%,
respectively, compared to sham, suggesting an equal level of myofiber atrophy (Figure 19d).
Next, we evaluated specific force by normalizing absolute force produced to the mass of plantar
flexor muscles (gastrocnemius, soleus and plantaris muscles), which accounted for differences in
muscle size. Plantar flexor muscles of exercise-trained mice generated significantly greater
specific force than sedentary mice in response to both direct muscle (Figure 19e) and nerve
stimulation (Figure 19f). Together these suggest that exercise training preserves myofiber and
motor nerve function.
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Figure 19: Exercise training preserves neuromuscular function following IR. In order to
determine whether exercise provides protection against IR injury, mice were subjected to IR, and
muscle weight and, muscle and nerve function were measured 7 days following the injury. (a)
Comparison of body weight between Sed and Ex groups prior to IR (n = 6). Maximum tetanic
force of plantar flexors prior to injury elicited by direct muscle (b) and nerve (c) stimulation (n =
6); (d) Gastrocnemius muscle wet weight normalized to tibia length to account for differences in
body size (***p < 0.001 n = 6); Specific force elicited by (e) direct muscle stimulation and (f)
nerve stimulation (** and *** denote p < 0.01 and p < 0.001, respectively, n = 6). Data are
represented as mean ± SD.
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4.2.2. Endurance exercise training attenuates skeletal muscle damage following IR.
To assess injury to myofibers, we performed morphological analysis for transverse
sections of the plantaris muscle by H&E staining. At 3 hours post-IR, skeletal muscle from
sedentary mice showed many rounded myofibers with increased interstitial space and exhibited a
significant increase of cross sectional area, suggestive of edema, necrosis and hypercontraction
(Figure 20a and 20b). Exercise-trained mice had significant less severe damage in these
aforementioned parameters. To obtain biochemical evidence of the protection by exercise, we
measured the activity of creatine kinase (CK) in the serum, a clinically relevant marker of muscle
damage. Compared to sham control, serum CK activity increased 6-fold in sedentary mice,
which was attenuated to 3.5-fold in exercise-trained mice (Figure 20c). We then assessed muscle
morphology 7 days following injury (Figure 20d). In accordance with a reduction in
gastrocnemius mass, IR resulted in significantly reduced myofiber cross-sectional area in
plantaris muscles (Figure 20e) in both sedentary and exercise-trained mice, suggesting equal
muscle atrophy in these two groups. However, myofibers from sedentary mice displayed a
significant increase in centralized myonuclei, a marker for ongoing muscle regeneration, when
compared to sham control (Figure 20f), while there is a trend of increased number of centralized
myonuclei in exercise-trained mice, but it is not statistically significant. This morphological data
combined with serum CK activity data suggests exercise training led to a reduced muscle injury.
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Figure 20: Exercise training renders skeletal muscle more resistant to IR. Morphological
and biochemical evaluation of muscle damage was conducted following IR. (a) Representative
images of H&E-stained transverse sections of skeletal muscle 3 hours after IR, scale bar = 50
µm; (b) Cross-sectional area of myofibers 3 hours after IR (** and *** denote p < 0.01 and p <
0.001, respectively n = 6). (c) Serum creatine kinase activity 3 hours after injury (*, **, and ***
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4.2.3. Exercise training preserves innervation at NMJ following IR.
Patients exposed to tourniquet-induced IR can experience temporary or permanent motor
nerve damage which contributes to post-procedure muscle weakness and delayed functional
recovery (10,364,365). Neuromuscular junctions (NMJ) are specialized chemical synapses
formed between motor nerve and myofiber that serves as the nexus of neuromuscular
transmission. Previous studies have revealed that NMJ are vulnerable to IR injury; we, therefore,
asked whether endurance exercise training could preserve NMJ integrity. To evaluate NMJ, we
quantified the fluorescent overlap of the presynaptic neuron-specific class III β–tubulin (Tuj1)
with the postsynaptic acetylcholine receptors (AchR) in the plantaris muscle. At 3 hours after IR
Tuj1 florescence that overlap with AchR was profoundly decreased compared to the sham
control, indicative of denervation at NMJ (Figure 21a and 21b). However, significantly fewer
NMJ showed this kind of denervation in skeletal muscle collected from exercise-trained mice. To
further ascertain long-term denervation, we measured the intercellular expression of neuronal
cell adhesion marker (Ncam), a marker of denervation and muscle regeneration (319,366,367), in
transverse sections of the plantaris muscle. At day 7 following IR, expression of NCAM in
myofibers from sedentary mice showed a clear trend of increase compared to the sham control
(p=0.053), but not in exercise-trained mice (Figure 21c and 21d). In summary, these data
demonstrate that exercise training attenuates denervation at NMJ following IR.
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Figure 21: Exercise training attenuates denervation of skeletal muscle following IR. To
elucidate the consequence of endurance exercise training on skeletal muscle innervation
sedentary and exercise-trained mice were exposed to IR. (a) Representative confocal images
NMJ and presynaptic motor nerve fibers identified by Tuj1 (red) and postsynaptic acetylcholine
receptors detected with α-bungarotoxin (red) 3 hours after injury, scale = 20 µm and 5 µm,
respectively (n=8); (b) Quantification of denervated NMJ 3 hours after injury (*, *** denote p <
0.05 and 0.001, respectively n=8); (c) Representative confocal images of transverse sections of
plantaris muscle expressing Ncam (red) and laminin (green), and DAPI staining (blue) 7 days
after injury; and (d) quantification of the percentage of Ncam+ myofibers at 7 days following
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injury. Mice in the sedentary group had a trend of increase toward significant (p = 0.053) (scale
= 100 µm). Data are represented as mean ± SD.
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4.2.4. Exercise training does not prevent IR-induced oxidative stress.
Oxidative stress and consequent damage to cellular components is a hallmark of IR
injury. Reduction in the production or enhanced detoxification of oxidants has been found to
reduce IR injury across a number of tissues. Endurance exercise training has been reported to
promote antioxidant defense systems in skeletal muscle (356,368), which might lead to increase
resistance to IR injury. Indeed, we found that expression of superoxide dismutase isoforms 1, 2
and 3 as well as catalase were significantly increased following voluntary running in myofibers
(Figure 22a) but such an enhancement of the antioxidant enzyme defense system was not robust
in sciatic nerve (Figure 22b). Encouraged by these findings we hypothesized that exercise
training mediated protection against IR injury was through a reduction in oxidative stress at least
in myofibers.
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We first evaluated mitochondrial oxidative stress in vivo by using a novel transgenic
mouse model with a globally induced expression of the mitochondria reporter gene MitoTimer
(MitoTimer-Tg). Our lab developed this novel mitochondrial reporter gene to encode a
mitochondrial targeted green fluorescent protein, which irreversibly switches to Discosoma sp.
red fluorescent protein upon oxidation (284,369). Computer assistance ratiometric analysis of
MitoTimer red:green fluorescence ratio provides a quantifiable measure of mitochondrial
oxidative stress (284,357,370). We subjected sedentary and exercise-trained MitoTimer-Tg mice
to IR and collected tissues after at 3 hours. Unexpectedly, MitoTimer red:green in myofibers
(Figure 23a and 23b) and motor nerve fibers (Figure 23c and 23d) from sedentary and
exercise-trained mice was indistinguishably higher than the sham control mice, indicating that
exercise training does not attenuate IR-induced mitochondrial oxidative stress. Since other
sources of ROS also contribute to IR injury (16,17,31,330), we measured 4-hydroxynoneal, a
stable product of lipid peroxidation brought on by oxidative stress (371,372), in whole cell
lysates. Similarly to the findings of MitoTimer, we observed significant but indistinguishable
increases of 4-Hydroxynoneanal in myofibers and motor nerve fibers 3 hours after IR in both
sedentary and exercise-trained mice (Figure 23e and 23f). Together, these data suggest that the
main protective effect of endurance exercise training against IR is not through an enhanced
antioxidant defense with reduced oxidative stress.
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Figure 23: IR-induced oxidative stress is not attenuated with exercise training. Comparison
of mitochondrial and whole cell oxidative stress between Sed and Ex after IR. Representative
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4.2.5. Exercise training reduces cytoskeletal protein degradation following IR.
Activation of proteases, including calpains (109,373–375) and caspases (376–378), has
been speculated to contribute to IR pathology in multiple tissues by promoting protein
degradation. However, little is known about whether these proteases contribute to protein
degradations in myofibers and/or motor nerve in hindlimb IR injury. Under the condition of
Ca2+ overload, such as IR, the Ca2+-sensitive proteases, µ–calpain and m-calpain, are activated
and undergo autolysis (379,380). Here, we found that at 3h following IR, µ–calpain and mcalpain cleavage was undetectable in myofibers (Figure 24a and 24b), nor in sciatic nerve
(Figure 24d and 24e). Furthermore, fodrin, which is a substrate of calpain, was not cleaved
(data not shown). These findings suggest that calpain proteases were not activated in myofibers
and motor nerve fibers following IR. Interestingly, IR did lead to an increase of total µ–calpain
to a greater extent in myofibers from sedentary mice compared to exercise-trained mice,
suggesting that µ-calpain expression is responsive to IR injury. However, whether this increase
of total µ–calpain contributed to the exercise-mediated protection was questionable. It has
recently come to light cleavage of actin causes cytoskeletal degeneration and also acts as a
sensor and mediator of apoptosis (377,381–383). Mechanistic studies of neurodegeneration and
tumorigenesis have found that actin cleavage is mediated by caspases (377,382). We, therefore,
measured actin cleavage and observed a significant increase in cleaved actin in myofibers and
motor nerve fibers from sedentary mice 3h post IR injury, which was prevented by exercise
training (Figure 24c and 24f). These findings provide the first insight into the possible
mechanism by which exercise training attenuates myofiber and motor nerve fibers damages in a
clinically relevant animal model of IR injury in skeletal muscle.
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4.3.

Discussion
Impairment of neuromuscular function is an inherent risk in procedures that employ

tourniquets to modulate blood flow. The clinical manifestations of IR injury in this context are
myofiber atrophy, weakness, limb numbness, and temporary or permanent paralysis, all of which
jeopardize the quality of life and amplify the incidence of morbidity and mortality. Although we
have recently demonstrated IR injury, particularly to NMJ, can be attenuated by targeting
mitochondria, there has always been a need to develop an effective and accessible physiological
intervention, where endurance exercise training is one of the most feasible candidates. Endurance
exercise has been shown to improve myocardial tolerance to IR injury in a manner that is
analogous to preconditioning (348,350,384,385). However, whether endurance exercise training
confers such benefits to skeletal muscle remains unaddressed. This study provides the first
evidence that endurance exercise training attenuates IR induced neuromuscular derangement,
which is evident on functional, morphological, cellular and molecular levels.
Impairments in force generation in response to direct muscle stimulation reveal that the
force generating capacity of the muscle is reduced due to activation of intrinsic myopathies. We
observed clear evidence of concurrent myofiber edema (increased myofiber cross sectional area
and interstitial space) and increased serum creatine kinase, both of which were attenuated by
exercise training. These findings indicate that the sedentary mice experienced substantially
greater IR injury to myofibers than exercise-trained mice. Moreover, the percentage of
centralized nuclei in myofibers from sedentary mice was significantly increased 7 days after IR,
whereas this increase was not statistically significant in exercise-trained mice. Considering these
findings in sum, we conclude that endurance exercise training resulted in fewer damaged
myofibers by IR. Alternatively, the same number of myofibers were effected, but to a lesser
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degree in exercise-trained mice, or a mixture of both. Future studies are necessary to determine
which phenomena predominate.
Assessment of force production in response to sciatic nerve stimulation and innervation at
NMJ provide insight into motor nerve function. The former assesses neuromuscular
transmission, the mechanism whereby nerve impulses initiate muscle contraction, and the latter
reveals structural changes that might underlie impaired neuromuscular transmission. We
observed a dramatic decrease in nerve-stimulated force production that was paralleled by
denervation at NMJ denervation, supporting the notion of compromised neuromuscular
transmission following IR. Nerve stimulation-mediated force production in exercise-trained
mice following IR, on the other hand, was significantly greater than IR challenged sedentary
mice. This exercise training-mediated protection was accompanied by attenuated denervation at
NMJ. These data suggest that exercise training preserves motor nerve function, at least in part,
by preserving innervation at NMJ.
Acute bout(s) of exercise causes transient stress in skeletal muscle and other remote
tissue/organs, which could initiate adaptive responses and ultimately render the effected
tissues/organs more resistant to ensuing stresses (please see reviews (363,385,386)). A seemingly
important adaptation induced by endurance exercise training is increased expression of
antioxidant enzymes in the antioxidant defense system. Consistent with the findings by our and
other groups (356,387), we found that long-term voluntary running led to modest increases of
antioxidant enzyme content in myofibers. However, IR-induced cytosolic and mitochondrial
oxidative stresses were not attenuated in myofibers from exercise trained mice. The most
straightforward conclusion is that endurance exercise training-induced increases in antioxidant
enzymes are not sufficient to prevent oxidative stress induced by IR.
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Protein degradation and cytoskeletal dismantlement are part of the pathological processes
activated by IR injury. Multiple pathways could be involved including activation of proteases,
ubiquitin-proteasome system and autophagy, among which calpain-mediated cleavage has been
reported in myocardial IR (388,389). Interestingly, we detected increased total µ–calpain in
skeletal muscle following IR, but we were unable to detect an increase autoclaved µ–calpain or
m-calpain in skeletal muscle or motor nerve fibers. These findings suggest that calpains were not
activated although the expression of µ–calpain is enhanced by IR. Actin is a major constituent of
the cytoskeleton of motor nerve fibers and skeletal muscle and is required for pre- and postsynaptic formation and maintenance, as well as skeletal muscle force production. It has been
shown that actin is vulnerable to cleavage by caspases, and cleaved actin could serve as both
mediator and marker of apoptosis. Following IR, skeletal muscle and motor nerve from
sedentary mice had significant increases in cleaved actin, which was completely prevented by
long-term voluntary running before the IR procedure. The conservation of actin may underlie the
better maintenance of motor nerve, NMJ, and skeletal muscle following IR in exercise-trained
mice, which is supported by our morphological and functional data. In addition, preservation of
actin in muscle and motor nerve from exercise-trained mice could be indicative of reduced
apoptosis under the condition of IR injury.
In conclusion, this study provides the first evidence that endurance exercise training is
sufficient to attenuate IR injury in motor nerve and myofibers, thus preserving neuromuscular
function. Collectively, our findings support a new application of endurance exercise training
with strong clinical implications where endurance exercise regime could be prescribed in
preparation for surgeries or procedures that will employ a tourniquet. Finally, these discoveries
provide a foundation for future studies to elucidate the precise mechanism(s) of exercise training
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mediated protection against IR injury, which may be relevant to other IR-related injuries or
diseases.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
IR injury to motor nerve fibers and myofibers, a consequence of tourniquet use, aortic
aneurism, and peripheral arterial disease, compromises neuromuscular function, manifesting as
weakness and/or paralysis (47,75,390). Until now, there has been a paucity of practical and
effective strategies to alleviate neuromuscular dysfunction following IR injury (318,391,392).
The work presented in this thesis identifies two distinct interventions that preserve
neuromuscular function in the context of tourniquet-induced IR injury: pharmacological
administration of MitoSNO and endurance exercise training.

These findings have high

translatable value, which may assist in improving clinical practice(s) and also raise a number of
avenues for future biomedical research, both of which will be detailed herein.
Perhaps the most exciting finding from these studies is the profound protection that both
MitoSNO treatment and exercise training had on neuromuscular function following tourniquetinduced IR injury, which has never before been accomplished through other interventions. For
example, ischemic preconditioning, which involves short repeated bouts of ischemia prior to
sustained ischemia, alleviates myofiber damage but does not protect motor nerve function (293).
Regional hypothermia has been marginally successful in preserving motor nerve and myofiber
function; however, the effective hypothermic temperature has not been clearly defined, and the
intervention can lead to undesirable pathological consequences, such as metabolic acidosis,
microvascular permeability, and vasoconstriction (294,393,394). Treatment with antioxidants
before, but not during IR, has had marginal success in reducing oxidative stress in animal models
and humans, but it is unclear whether both motor nerve fiber and myofiber functions are
preserved (75,395–397).
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We found that administration of MitoSNO, which enhances mitochondrial protein SNO,
and exercise training effectively preserved neuromuscular function following IR injury.
Furthermore, we discovered that the mechanism(s) of MitoSNO and exercise training mediated
protection against IR injury are distinct from one another. It is therefore possible that combining
MitoSNO treatment with endurance exercise training could abolish IR injury altogether.
Alternatively, if we uncover the mechanism of exercise training-mediated protection, we could
design a mimetic that could be administered in conjunction with MitoSNO to achieve the same
combinatory benefit. Furthermore, these approaches could be even more effective if we were to
identify a dose of MitoSNO that could also attenuate myofiber injury. A possible scenario in
which combinational therapy could be applied is in certain time period leading up to a planned
surgery. For instance, a physician could prescribe a pre-surgical exercise regimen, and then
administer MitoSNO during surgery. Not only could this reduce post-IR complications, which
include weakness and paralysis (398,399), but could also lessen risk of the need of amputation
(338). In support of this proposal, pre-surgery exercise training is now being explored in a
clinical trial as a pre-rehabilitative strategy to improve functional outcomes for patients
following total knee arthroplasty, which utilizes a tourniquet; however, no results have been
reported (400). Taken together, these findings could have broad implications on clinical
practice(s) in preventing IR injury.
In addition to the possible clinical implications of our findings, we have addressed a
number of exciting fundamental research questions that could advance the fields of reductionoxidation biology, mitochondrial bioenergetics, neuromuscular physiology and exercise
physiology. Administration of MitoSNO during ischemia reduced mitochondrial oxidative stress
and potently protected motor nerve function and myofiber innervation in the wake of IR injury.
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The mechanism by which enhancing mitochondrial protein SNO protects against IR is not
entirely clear, particularly because SNO has been found to shield critical cysteine thiols from
irreversible oxidation and alter protein activity (96,308,325). Determining whether this
protection is due to SNO of a single protein or many proteins is important for understanding the
pathology of IR injury and for development of effective therapeutics. For instance, we found that
MitoSNO increases SNO of complexes I, II, III and V of the ETS. It is likely that more targets
within the mitochondria were modified, especially because ~1% of the mitochondrial proteome
is available for SNO (94,325), which may be important for MitoSNO mediated protection.
Identification of other mitochondrial proteins targets of MitoSNO and determination of whether
SNO of those proteins prevents oxidation is of particular interest. This can be accomplished by
simultaneous identification of cysteine residues that are oxidized or S-nitrosylated using tandem
mass spectrometry as previously described by Kohr et al. (96). The information provided by
this approach could be valuable by: 1) providing insight into whether MitoSNO confers
protection by shielding cysteine residues from oxidation; and 2) identifying novel proteins that
can be S-nitrosylated, leading to future studies where those residues can be mutated to determine
the consequence of the redox modification. Identification of critical cysteine residues could help
in developing targeted therapeutics.
Previous studies performed for myocardium in the context of myocardial infarction found
that MitoSNO-mediated protection specifically reduced ROS production by complex I by
preventing reverse electron transport (310). Hence, another possible future direction is to
determine the mechanism by which MitoSNO protects motor nerve fibers. We found that the
most dramatic increase in SNO with MitoSNO treatment in the sciatic nerve was of Complex III,
a known source of ROS production during IR (105,401–403). Korge et al., found that treatment
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of cardiomyocytes with antimycin A, a drug that mimics IR-induced damage of complex III,
causes a profound burst of ROS production from complex III as well as opening of mPTP, thus
dissipating the electrochemical gradient (67,81). They proposed that the predominant source of
ROS in contexts where the mitochondrial membrane potential is not fully intact, such as during
ischemia and at the onset of reperfusion (404,405), is complex III (403). Future studies should
measure the mitochondrial membrane potential in the sciatic nerve during ischemia and
reperfusion as well as site-specific ROS generation in the presence and absence of MitoSNO.
This can be accomplished by administering targeted inhibitors and specific substrates to isolated
mitochondria and measuring fluorescence of resurofin, the product of Amplex red oxidation by
the ROS hydrogen peroxide (102,406,407). For instance, to assess the rate of ROS production
by complex I due to reverse electron transport, isolated mitochondria would need to be treated
with succinate and complex I inhibitor rotenone, which drives electrons from the ubiquinone to
form ROS (408,409). Identification of tissue specific differences in sources of ROS as well as
effects of SNO are important for understanding the pathology of IR injury and would also aid in
developing targeted therapeutics.
Beyond identifying interventions for IR injury, we developed a novel method to
interrogate mitochondrial oxidative stress in nerve fibers and myofibers using pMitoTimer, a
state-of-the-art mitochondria targeted reporter gene encoding a mitochondria-targeted protein
that irreversibly switches fluorescence from green to red upon oxidation (275,282,284,357,370).
We created global, inducible MitoTimer transgenic mice and found that IR injury causes an
increase in mitochondrial oxidative stress in nerve fibers and myofibers, which may be
attenuated in only the nerve by MitoSNO treatment but not by exercise training. Using this tool,
we were further able to visualize a distinct population of mitochondria clustered at the NMJ that
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were similarly vulnerable to IR-induced mitochondrial oxidative stress. However, since we used
global MitoTimer mice, we were technologically limited in resolving whether the MitoTimer
signal was from mitochondria in the motor nerve fiber or myofiber. Generation of motor nerve
fiber- and myofiber-specific MitoTimer mice would provide the necessary capability for
determining whether there are tissue-specific differences in susceptibility to injury or response to
treatment of the mitochondria following IR injury. Insights gained from these studies would
further be helpful in evaluation of the biology of NMJ mitochondria. This would not only be
helpful for IR research, but could also be applied to studying mitochondria in other
neuromuscular pathologies, such as ALS, myasthenia gravis and muscular dystrophies.
Endurance exercise training is a highly accessible and potent stimulus for skeletal muscle
and systemic adaptations and has the added benefit of increasing tissue resiliency to pathological
insults (252,410–412). Our studies revealed the utility of exercise training to reduce IR injury to
motor nerve fibers and myofibers; however, the underlying mechanism(s) remain largely
unknown. Unexpectedly, we found that exercise training did not attenuate mitochondrial
oxidative stress in the motor nerve fibers or myofibers, even though there was evidence of
improved antioxidant defenses in myofibers. We did notice the appearance of an actin cleavage
product following IR, which was prevented by exercise training in both motor nerve fibers and
myofibers. Additional experiments are necessary to confirm that the cleavage fragment is indeed
actin, and if so, this finding reveals a completely novel effect of exercise training on cytoskeletal
degradation in the context of IR.
These findings lead to further questions as to what mediates actin cleavage and whether
there is a biological consequence of actin cleavage. Perhaps the disappearance of cleaved actin
in exercise trained tissues is due to greater capacity to clear damaged macromolecules, such as
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enhanced autophagy (277,278,363), rather than reduced actin degradation. Lastly, it is unclear
whether protective adaptations are active during the ischemic and/or reperfusion phase. It is
possible that exercise trained tissues have a greater ability to maintain ATP levels, which may
provide one explanation as to why we observe less tissue damage in this group. Indeed, exercise
trained myofibers have been found to have greater glycogen storage, which can be broken down
to glucose for glycolysis (413–415); whether this is the case for motor nerve fibers has yet to be
ascertained. All of these questions could significantly advance our understanding of the
cytoprotective effects of exercise training for IR, and possibly other pathologies.
Collectively, we have found that treatment with MitoSNO, which enhances SNO of
mitochondrial proteins, and exercise training attenuate neuromuscular dysfunction and preserved
NMJ innervation following hindlimb IR injury through distinct mechanisms. These studies
uncovered valuable strategies to attenuate IR injury to motor nerve fibers and myofibers and
preserve neuromuscular function, which could be employed in trauma and surgical situations
when tourniquets are applied. The interventions detailed in this thesis may also be extended to
other causes of IR injury that compromise neuromuscular function, such as spinal cord ischemia
caused by an aortic aneurism and/or ischemia caused by PAD. Furthermore, we have begun to
uncover unique, tissue-specific mechanisms involved in pathology and prevention of IR injury,
which will facilitate the development of targeted therapeutics.
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